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VOCABULARY STUDIES: SUMMARIZED,
REVIEWED, CRITIQUED, AND OFFERED
IN AN HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

'Since the turn of the twentieth century, many "new" and

different word lists, both derived and Original, were compiled

by researchers, many of whom coMbined and/or compared two or more

previously published word lists. Some studies were word frequency

counts while others were linguristic studies. Some studies were

reading studies, and other studies were spelling, writing, and/or

dpoken vocabulary siudies. Some studies were reported in detail

While Other studies were sketOhy in nature.

This paper presents summaries, reviews, and critiques
.

of vocabulary studies, and is'presented.in chonological order of'

publication to offer an historical perspective., (There is only .

one variance from this format: Published rebuttals and/or

critignes'are presented immediately following the "subjects" or

original studies.)

This paper is divided into two parts. Part one presents-

the "Eariy Studies: Pre-1950" and contains the earlier studies

which were published before 1950. Part iwo presents "More Recent

Studies: Post-1950" and contains the more recent studies, pub-

lished since 1950. There.iS no attempt to classify sludies, except

in historiCal sequence. Basically, the studies presented are

concerned withthe reading, writing, and spoken vocabulary of ioung

children, grades one, twp, and three. Also, "original" and primary

sources were usedf not secondary.
r



EARLY STUDIES: PRE-1950

The 1910's

.0ne of the earliest studies of the twentieth century

was an attempt by H (1918) to measure certain qualitative

aspects of ten seco d grade readers.. He assumed that repeti-

tion of vocabulary was an important-factd in determining the

worth of a word. He (1) investigated the entire vocabulary of
all ten books; (2) determined the'common vocabulary; .(3) compared

. 'the voiabulary of the "method" and "content" readers ("method"

and '1content" were not actually defined); and (4) described the

relationships of similarity and frequency of use between the two

kinds of readers. This study set a pattern that was followed

for many years.

/ The seven_content readers were the Riverside Se6ond Reader.
(1911 edition), the Elson Primary School Reader., Book II (1913

edition),.the Cyr Reader, Book II (1901 edition), the,Gordon

Reader, Second Book (1910 edition), the New Education Reader,

Bnok II (1900 edition), the Baldwin and Bender Reader (1911

edition); and the Heath' Second Reader (1903 edition).

Housh tabulated each.word in each book. The ten

readers- had a total of 1,566 pages with a total of,143,789

words; AlthOugh he listed the words common to all ten readers
.

and indicated the frequency for each word, he omitted words

fram his list that had a' frequency Of less than four:teen.

Althougkhe included words With inflected endings, he did not



explain why they should be included as.new words.

HouSh-felt that a critical abalysis of frequency of,4

use is important and should be done when selecting basic and/or

supplementary readihg textbooks.

He noted that only 419 words were coiMon to all ten

readers, and the "method" vd "content" readers had 655 to .926

words in common. He further noted that some words occurred

only two or three times, and he criticized the publishers for

tailing to develop opPortunities for repetition of these words.

, The 1920's

Three years later, Packer-(1921) examined.the content

of ten similar second readers to determine the vocabulary A

burden, as determined by frequency or_repetition of words. -He

examined the following series: Aldin, Beacon, Brooks, Carrol

and Brooks, Cyr, Heath, New Education, Jew National Riverside,

and Wheeler. He then systematically compiled a frequency

vocabulary list which, because it was not ,published at that,time,.

was later publishqd by Ernest Horn.

In the same year, Edward L. Thoindike (1921a) published

his first in a series of three noted vocabulary lists. 'He

compleied a frequency count of sections of children's popular

books. They were: Black Beauty (11,500 total running woM.$),

Little Women (13,000 total runfting words), Tteasure Island.(13,000

total running words), Scrooge's Christmas (entire book), The'

Christmas Carol (8,000 total running words), Sleepy Hollow

(entire. book), Youth's CompaniOn.(entire book, except the fine
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print and advertisements--25,000 total, running word0, all fifty-

six selections found in Hosic to be the commonest features of

school readers (27,000 total running words), ten primers and first

readers (entire books, 80,000 total ranning words), ten second

readers (150,000 total running word0.1 ten third readers (283,000

total running words), Book One of the Thorndikes' Arithmetics

(entire book,'32,000 total running words), plus thirty-six other

different sources. The thirty-six other sources included materials

of standard farming, sewing, literature, trades, correspondence

(500,000 total running words), cooking, and newspapers (90,000

total run4ng words).

A wdr0-by-word count of the frequency of each word

was completed. As con,trasted with Housh and Packer, plurals

formed by adding "s" were counted Under the singular form. Also,
, ..

,

pliar ls derived changing 'Ly" to !t:i' and-adding "es,-" adverbs

.fo d by adding "ly," comparatives formed by adding "/.1 and

"er," superlatives formed by adding "est" or "st" and verb forms

derived by adding "s," "ed," "d," "xv," or "ing" were counted
,

under the primary'forms.

After the tabulation was completed, Thorndike then .

"credited" each word according to the "category" of occurrences:

words having a credit;-number of 49 or over were found in the

first 1,000 words of importance in the list; a credit number of

29 to 48, 1,001 to 2,000;19 to 28, 2,001

3,001: to 4,000; 10 to 13, 4;001 to 5,144;

to 3,060; 14 to 18,

9 51145 to 5,544; 8,

5,545 to 6,047;.7:, 6,048 to 6,618; 6, 6,619-to 7,262; 5, 7,263

to 8,145; 4, 8,146 to.9,190; 3, 9,191 to 10,000. Then, in the

A
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case of the 5,000 most important words, the credit number was
followed by a'second number combined with a letter which indicated
in which thousand and in which halithreof

the word belonged.
Thus, 2a meant that a word was in the first half of the second
1,000.

Thorndiie then published .an alphabetical list of the
10,000 most frequent words he found in his study. He also
indicated the "credit" of each word so teachers, administraiors,
curriculum directors, etc. coula, by using his list, better evaluate
text difficulty. He also chose seventy most useful phonograms
and categorized appropriately his first 1,000 most frequent words.
Teachers, he suggested,,could use this list for phonetic drill.
He furthei suggested that his 10,000 word list would be useful
in the selection of foreign language texts, high school texts,
spelling lists for stenographers, and reading tests. He encoumgia-
researchers to add to and expand his count of a total of 10,000
different Wrds.,.

In a later critique of Thorndike's 10,000 Word List,
Gates (1926a) noted that only 14 percent of Thorndike's sources-
were from children's

literature. 'This fact he considered

challehgeable because many subsequent studies were based on his
list and was used as a basis for selecting ch4dren's materials
as well as in the construction of children's materials. 11)1olch,

.(1948) considered most.of Thorndike's source material appliCable
for educated adults, but not for young children. Dale 41941)

,

suggested that perhaPs' *230 words of 'Thorndike's most frequent
first 1,000 probablir werd'not known to children entering first grade.



In reference to Thorndike's 10,000 word list (1921a),

Dolch (1928b),also questioned Thorndike's assumption that

"frequency" and"difficulty" correlate closely. Since there was

no established correlation between frequency levels and school

grades, Dolch believed that one could object to Thorndike's

"ratings."

Dale (1931) was concerned with several 'possible sources
"of error in frequency studies, such as Thorndike's. He felt that

a frequency count could indicate possibly the more "familiar"

words but coufd not 'determine difficulty of the reading material.

He also cautioned readers about small samplings, about variability

of words known by children, and about "homographs," words spelled

the same but with multiple meanings. Furthermore, he felt that

dfrequency coUnts do not sufficiently consider the multiple meanings

pf words. He further stated that adaing derived words with-root

forms was an error. Another serious source of error, he believed,

was the assuMption that the measure of the importance of a

technical term in general reading can be secured by adding together

frequency scores as discovered in a varieiy of different sources,

thus giving appropiiate weights or credits to rangds of occurrences.

In a further reference to Thorndike's 10,000 List (1921a),

Gates (1.92-6a)- believed that the Thorndike List was tlie most valid !,

published word list. 'He pointed out, however, that the study

was based on word forms, not meanings. He stated that it was

based on 86 'percent adult material and only 14 percent-children's
10 material. Altitough the words were arisnged in order of frequency,

aates felt that the order of frequency was not necessarily the order

in which to teach them to children:.

J

e

1 5.-
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alke and Selke (1922) investigated the content of

twelve beginning books. tach,book reportedlY had a "distinct
, 44

method,"'althbugh "method" was not defirie(. .("Beginning boolcs"

were not-defined either,*although it is assumed that-Selke and

Selkt exaMined twelve pre-primers.). 41,4

The investigators found 1,636 diffexent words, 38 of
ewhich were common to all tWelve book6. They counted all'plurals

formed by "s" with the root word. All other derivatives were

counted as separate words. Only 783 of the 1,636 words were

found in one book, which is only 47 percent of the ;total nUmber,-

, of words in the study.

The investigators reported that 70 percent of the'

.r,

-

total number of woras occurred less than ten times each in

four books, 50 to 59 percent in three books, and less th-an 50

percent in one baok. They concluded that there was little

agreement in practice as to the number of words a beginning

book in reading should introduce. There was a very limited

number of words common to all the begfnning books in the study

and a large number df words appeared only once in any book.

Selke and Selke fUrther stated that introductory

reading books cannot be supplementary to each other because

different books may, introduce words of equal difficulty, but

orily tq a .small degree will the words be the same. They also

noted that-most beginning bboks contain Many words who.se

frequency is very low.
/

As-chairman of the National'Oommittee,on Reaaing,'

Gray (1925) reported on a "newly combined" list. The three
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combined previously published lists we're: (1) the Ergest

Horn List of the spoken vocabulary of eighty onelo-six-year-

olds (1925); (2) Mrs. Ernest Horn's List of 200,000 running

words of Iowan Kindergarten children (1927); and (3) the P.C.

Packer List (cited by Grai, 1925) of 70,000 running words of

the spoken vocabulary of Detroit first graders.

Results of the combining of these' three lists were

5,000 different words which were common to (1) two out of three

lists with a-Tequency of twenty-five or more, or (2) in all

three lists with a frequency of fifteen or more.

In another vocabularytudy, H. W. Kircher analyzed

'oPthirty-seven primers and first readers. Gray (1925) requested
ttlr*

and was goggft permission to publish Kircher's List, because

it was a "later study." (No information concerning procedure,

etc. was included in Gray's article.)

In another study, Gates (1926a) compared the Thorndike

(1921aYand the G. Dewey Lists (cited by Gats, 1926a) and

concluded that the Dewey List added nothing to the Thorndike

List. Gates then compared the PaCker List (1921) and the

Thorndike List (1921a). He found 115 words on the Packer List

were not in the first 2,500 of the Thorndike.List. Also, 362

words of the first 1,000 of Thorndike's List were not on the

Packer List. Gates concluded that it was desirable to give some

weight to the choice and order of words used in primary school

readers.

Gates then discussed several criteria considered in

arranging the vocabulary for primary reading. He stated that

.1 3
4-41,



both utility for thildren and utility for adult reading could

be realized: He felt that educators were still not in the

position to say that one or a certain number of criteria were

more important than other criteria. The material should be of

interest to,fthe child and be repetitious in nature to facilitate

learning. Length of words was excluded as a criteria because of

Gates' observations and because'cif Horn's rating of the fl-equency

of words. Based on all of the above criteria, Gates decided to

4 study,the Thorndike List (the first 2,500 words). He combined,

derivatives and had a frequency composite computed for each word.
.

4 He ,ozmnd that'therewere few new word-forms but htere was a new ---

arrangement'of the words. Then a judgment Was pade as to whether

or not a word should be taught in the first two years of school.

-The final status for. each word Was then determined by 'the

factors listed below:

25 percent by judgment, of interast to children.
25 percent by judgment of utility'to children.
15 percent by frequency of appearance in primary
literature.
12i percent by frequency of appearance in primary.
readers.
12i percent by frequency, of appearance in primary-
children's spoken language.
10 percent by frequency of appearance in adult
literature. .(Gates, 1926aL636)

Gates.then divided his words into' three groups, the

first, secónd, and third 500..:. Within 'each.group the words

were classified under the parts of bpeech in alphabetical order.

Gates then suggeated several uses for this list. It could be

used (1) in the writing df new material, (2) in subjects other
_-

than reading, and (3) In the construction of test materials.
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In a subsequent study, 'Gates (1926b) used four sources

to obtain 1,500 words which he felt were suitable for use in

all forms of reading materials in grades one, two, and three.

He took the 2,500 words of highest frequency from

Thorndike's 10,000 Word List (1921a) and counted words in certain

selections of children's literature (Moore, Annie, unpublished.

stuO as cited by Gates, 1926b) which were not in the 2,500 words

from Thorndike's first 1,000 most frequent words. Gates then

examined all the words and tabulated the frequencies in a series

of readers used by Packer (1921) in his study of primary grades.

Any additional words not alieady included on his growing liat
'

were added. Then all additional words found in the 1,000 moat

frequent wOrds in the spoken vocablaary_of young -children (Horn,

1925) were added t;o the previousl published Gates List (1926).

He thea listed the words hider eight parts of speech

according to ten criteria. This lis of words was evaluated

by several "experts" whom he reported were already familiar

with the factors known to contribute to difficulty in

learning. Each word was then given a numerical rating.on

six different bases to determine interest of words for

children. Interests were connected to4.4Is, activities,
10/

and situations of interest at the prima level.

The,three "experts" then carefully studied the words

and ratings and tabulated composite scares for all of the

words. 'These were then ranked fi:om 1 to 1,500 with the words

of highest rank first. Gates then suggegteelthat,the words
1

of higher rank should form the sequence_in which the-waras



should be taught.

In a critique of the 1926 Gates List, Wheeler and,

*Howell (1930) found what they termed "curious inconsistencies.'!

'Of the foux sources of the Gates List, only two were p/limary

Sources. Gates also broke up his list into twenty-fbur

separate alphabetical lisis: He also classified his list into

eight parts of .speech. It.was, therefore, possible to find

the same word in nine different locations.

Working that same year but independently of Gates,

Ernest Horn (1926) analyzed several previously published

studies to determine the 10,000 most commonly used words in

adult writing. His purpose was to provide a sielling list,

the source of which was writing outside of,school. He also summer-

ized and critically evaluated the various investigations which

were utilized in-determinirt the need for such a list. He

further desired (1) to discuss the most imp4tanli;problems and

1
techniques involved'in this type of vocabulary study and (2)

to show how this list may be used not only for practical but also

scientific purposes.

He examined sixty-fiVe types of writing with a total

of 5,136,816 running words. He had problems'in the tabulation

because of the various exclusiOns in the different studies.

He used Thorndike's creditation method. He excluded pro'per

names, days of the week and mdnths, words with less than four

letters, and forty-one "small" words,(not listed). Inflected

' ending words were counted as different words. fit published
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the list in alphabetical order with creditation noted after

each word.

His sources were: W. E. Chancellor's 1,000 Spelling.

Wokds, pUblished in 1910; L. P. Ayers' Spelling Vocabulary,of

Personal and Business Letters, published in 1913; Anne

Nicholson's Speller for the Use of the Teachers of California,

published in.1914; Cook and O'Shea's The Child and His

Spelling, published in 1914; W. N, Andersen's Spelling VOCabu-

lary"List, publi,ted in 1921; J. D. Hduser's, Economics Class

Vocabulary List, published in 1916-17; W. F. Clark's Writing

Vocabulary List, published in 1921; Ernest ,Horn's Banker's

Letters Vocabulary List, published in 1923; and Ernest Horn's.

Highly Personal Letters List,, published in 1922, as cited in

Ernest Horn (1926).

.In an often cited study, Madeline Horn (1927; 1928),

as Chairman of the Child Study Committee of the International

Kindergarten Ur1ion,attempted to determine the spoken vocabu-

larythat children used while attending kindergarten. leie

list of words was obtained by recording verbatim kindergarten

children's conversations (1) while attending class; (2) when

stimulated by pictures; and (3) used at home. The frequencies

of eadh word were tabulated. A "word" was considered ap _such'

if it appeared in Webster's International Dictionarx, 195

edition. Proper nouns were chedked in the Biographical
1

Dictionary and in A Pronouncing Gazetter. Two or more words

which represented one concept, such as "bean bag" were
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counted as one word. 'Children's words, such as "choo," proper

nouns, such as "Humpty Dumpty,"'slang, such as "gee" and com-

mercial words, such as "jello" were hlso counted.. Colloqui-

alisms, such as "mhm,"-contractions, and inflections of nouns,

verbs, pronouns, and adjectivZs were also counted'as separate

words.
^

The results showed a total of 489,555 running wolts

and 7,097 different words.

The Committee report (1928) listed the words in

alphabetical order with word frequencies and "placement" of

each word, as Thorndike did. (For eXample, lb5. The first

number indicates the thousand in which it appears. The letter

indicae. the first 500 (a = firgt 500, b . second 500),

"/1and the la t number., if any, indicates the hundred. -of the

500 in whi4i the word appears.)

Do ch (1927) combined fifteen.previously published '
/.

lists which included adult and children's writings, speech

and reading matter. He wisbed tci, establish a graded vocabulary
-',

l)st, grades one through eight.
,

Dolch used Ernest Horn's 4ommonest Words in the

Spoken Vocabulary of Children up-to and Including Six Years

of Age List, published in 1925. This list included words .

gathered from.children's speech, and had a total of 1,820

different wOrds of highest frequency'out of 5,000 words of

different forms found. In addition; he included his own

study (1921) called he Free Association Study of Children's
41,

1 3 f
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Vocabularies. In that study, ch1ldren in grades.two to eight
.

wrote all the words that they could think of in fifteen minutes.

Alb() included, as reported by Dolch, were (1) W. F. Jones'

(1915) investigation of English spelling in children'k

experimental stories, grades two to eight; (2) chfldren's &omposi-
,

tions, grades three'to nine, as examined.b3cW. F. Tidyman (1921);

(3) Ernest Horn's Basic Writing Vocabulary.List (1926); (4)

List, published in 1925; and (5) Gates' List (1926b).

Packer's.List (1921) and Thorndike's 10,000 List (1921a) were

also tised in Dolch's "Combined List" study.

His results indicated that only 24 words were common

to all fifteen lists; 4,141 words appeared only once; 4,529

appeared two*, three or four times; and 31935 appeared five

times or more. Dolch omitted all_ duplications of words end

proper names from the list. He cothbined inflectional ending

forms. His total number of different words was 12,605.

Even.though Dolch's Combined Word List combined ma4
t4ousandth of words from fifteen words lists which dealt with

both adult and children's spoken and written v)cabulary, and

rding materials, Dolch felt that more research was still

needed. His list was not complete, he felt.

10lch (1928b) stated that vocabulary difficult. may

cripple understanding and<destroy interest. For school

children's-books there should be interest, understanding,

and ease of reading. Vocabulary difficulty is usually related

to ease of reading. In this article, Dqlch discussed six

items to consider.when determining
vocabulary.difficulty.



A

First, there is a rough formula (total:running words divided

by the number of different words) which expresses a ratio and

gives e percentage.t, The smaller the percentage, ,the greater

the ease of reading because of more repetition. This formula

. does not distinguish between the relative differences of

different words or multiple meanings. Second, Dolch sug-

gested that his Combined Word List could be used to evaluate

reading materials by determining the percentage of words not

on his list; however, this does not take total running words

into. consideration. Therefore, the ratio previously mentibned

above might be More accurate. Third, it is necessary to get

figures on repetition of difficult wbrds bbfore one can fully

understand the word situation in any reader. Fourth, attempt

must be Made to uncover all the possible facts concerning

the qualities of the different books under evaluation so far

as word analysis can reveal, in order to get a'total picture.

Fifth, comparisOn ofl'the difficult wordwto the total number

of.running words muSt te)made. Sixth, there is a need to

calculate the median frequency of each grade level grq)p of

dilTicult words in order to arrive at a more accurate

picture of the distribution of difficult words in a series

of giaded texts. dli
C.

,

Dolph wrote that supplementary readers silould be

- read with liitle help. He believed that studies indicated.
%

that children choose supplementary reading materials.two or

three grade levels lower than the child's actual grade

placement. Therefore, teachers should analyze vocabulary
,

20
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diffibulty of supplementary texts, keeping the findings of

research in mind.

In addition, Dolch 1928a) disbusse'd his objections

to sampling procedures, and he stated that texts are not and

-can not be homogeneous.

%
They must include a series of stories, acticles, ortopics whioh differ a great deal from one another.

Therefore'no section of a book can fairly represent allsections (1928:171).

Dólch stated that if one amples lines at regular

intervals throughout, then it is not-a piece of reading

material that is being evaluated blit.a. succession of "discon-

nected bits." "In fact, the conditions of language and

style in writing are such that ,no study of pieces can truly

represent the whole (1928a)."

He also pCinted out that when considering the diffi-

culty of textbooks (grades.one to six) that texts on the same

grade level were often of varying difficulties, some easier,

some harder arid above "grade level" in over-all difficulty.

With reference to vocabulary studies, Ethel Fennell

(1928) wrote that texts have repetitions of words but certain

words have entirely different meanings. She felt that this
- is. a bigger problem than most people realize. She examined

foprteen readers, from primers through third grade whiCh were

,published between 1918 and 1926 She listed reoccurring

words whose meanings differed. 'She constructed oral reading

exercisKon this list and administered the exercises in

21



first and second grade classrooms in two New Jersey schools.

She noted that the children.were "mixed" racially with

average Results of her small study indicated that

the children experienced "seri* difficulte with her tests.;-

(Exampled of the testb were not given.)

Fennell concluded that a teacher should be aware of

the problem and should, therefore, stress.the teaching of

word meanings.

In a critique of Fennell's study, Hockett (1937)

reported that Fennell found only nineteento thirty-three

words bCcurred with different meaning6 in five' pages. But'
Hockett felt that these meanigs should not prove difficult
for a child because these are meanings with which .he is

already familiar, as indicated by previous spoken vocabulary

studies.

The next. year, Sister Irmina (1929) compared the

vocabulary content of primary'readers commonly used in

Catholic schools with the Gates Basic Vocabulary List (1926b)-

and the public school readers. She concluded that Catholic

readers are similarKin vocabulary content to public school

readerb, with the Catholic readers having a higher percentage
of words common to the Gates4List. She concurred with Dolch

-that there is a general lack of repetition of words, both
within a book and from book to book. She also indicated

; that the aates List was a more reliable,criteria for the

evaluation of reading textbooks.



Then Selke (1929).analyzed 'the vocabulary of ten

spellers, published between 1923 and 1926, to%see if there

was a close agreement in-vocabularies and in grade placement

4 of yords. wonds were colinted and,grade placement of

each word wat noted. All proper nouns, proper adjectives,

abbreviations, contractions, possessives, and the word "1"

were not counted. Homographs were counted under common

speliings. There were 8,427 total different wordsodth
4

1,080 words common to all ten spelling books. Only.2,350

words (28 percent of all words) were found in only one,speller.

Only three words were located in all ten spellers on the same

grade level. His conclusion was that there was little,,if

any, real agreement between the ten spellers intgrade place-

ment.

The 1930's

(

4 .a

In one of the most frequenily quoted studies of the
.

,

19301s, Wheeler and Howell (1930)., investigated tiowbb-se the -
.

,9.

i eGates List (1926b),correspohded with twentr reeently pubr..y..

lished readers (ten primets and.ten first readers) published
at P ...

between 1922 and 1930. Eaeh pewe was cheeked. ;. The total,. 0,-,
i

.

number of words, the _frequencies, ap&the,sum of the. :re-
, 10.

quencies were tabulated.-,- All variants, eice.p1 pTuralsw.i1h

"s11 were counted ;eparately, Later, however, variants were. -
- '.."

combined to compare with.th* Gates-list, prber namep were
; ,

not tabulated.. Then -eile atitliorp made,a pf 2,219 dif--

férent words.4rdin a, tota oi 131,w0 running words: Raw
:,

t.b

2 3.
4 c
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frequency of each word was multiplied by the number of books

in Which the word appeared to obtain a "total frequency.;"

Then 453 words with the highest "total" frequencies were

ranked, and both lists were compared. The first one hundred

in both lists had sixty-eight words in common. 'The authors

concluded that when evaluating reading materials, one should

(1) use the Kindergarten Union List (1928), (2) eliminate

words used less'than ten times, and (3) compare with the

Wheeler-Howell List (1930).

That same year Dolch (1930) presented an additional

:::critique of ,sampling,.tbchniques. He wrote that material
-,

aerive&from sampling is unrepresentatiore in character. It

s'almost, if not entirely,

4':"'adjutment,din order'to get
*

The exception isl'of course,

impossible-to make a statistical

data to represent the`whole book.

unlOs.the reading material is

very repetiticws and'is written in a,pnliform presentation.
-

He tabnlated three difrerent samplings fromt book, tabulating

,

every,tert-Vuadge, lieginning,at differ,ent places,dil the book.

He Wen tabnlated the eni-ire book.I'The thr68.samplings viere.,
. t

consistently "higher" than'the actual,total tabulation:y
,-, 3 ..

) .

.Therefore, .Dolch questionedv the -eicient to which! any .yocabulary 4-

data based'on sampling is.representatfe 'of thp whole,unit of .,
.

,

v.

reading ina-brial.

In tilts article, Dolch also propos an "Index of .;t,
, Difficulty" as one theanst of evaluating re ding vocabulary,

00e
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diificulty. Index of diffieultY 4 determined by dividing
the number of difficulf words into the total number of words
in the book. One could interpret this as'being so many words
per one hundred running words.

%
That same year, Erich Selke (1930) again studied the

vocabularies of twelve beginning books in reading (1) to
determine td what extent the "lists" had influeftced the
vocabularies of beginning books and (2) to compare the
findings or this study with his previous study,(1922).

Seals counted plurals with the root word. All other
derivatives were counted as separate words. Hyphenated
words were counted as separate words;---Eath wor in.each
book was tabulated with its frequency. He found 1,207 -dif-

ferent words with .582 words (48 isercent) in only one book.
This was approximately the same percentage as in Selke's 1922
study. There were fifty-iwo words in common to all twelve
books. This list was checked with the Gates List (1926b),
Thorndike List (1921), afid the lists presented,in the Twenty-
fourth Yearbook (Gray, 1925). The Selke list had 281 words
not found on tl}e.Gates List, 67 not found on the Thorndike
List, and 3.55 ride' not found on the

Twenty-fourth-Yearbook
. 9Lists.-

Seike conauded that't'here still were too few, words
in commou.b4tWeen the beginning readers. He further'Stated.
that tod many words appeared only once in a book or with too
few repetitions..

,The next year Edgar Dale (1931)
attempted,to evaluater

nt " '
4.
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Thorndike's List (1921a) by constructing tests based on those

words. The author administered these tests to children in

various gradeb and tabulated the' mean percentagesjf known-

wai'ds in each successive thousand words.
%

Dale fe2.t that such a study was necessary because

(1) thecorrelation between the frequency of a word and

. unfamiliarity is +1.0., (2) the mean amiliarity of the words

in the fifth thousand is less than the mean familiarity of

the words in Vie fourth thOusand; (3) the list of "more

'familiar" words are of little help to a teacher, and (4) one

. still cannot really determine the level of diffiC1314Wit

:such a'list. Therefore, a mean percentage of children in

the various grades who will know the words in Thorndike's

various categories is needed tb help.teachers.

That bame year Sidney.Harring (1931) attempted to

find the words common to fifteen primers. Iris tabulation

indicated a totml running words of 77,00 1. words with 1,260

different words. Only 34 words were common to all 'fifteen

-books and 124 words occurred only once. In one book, only

538 of the 1,260 words occurrede Harririg then compared his
.

1;260 words to Thorndike's List (1921a). He found that 220

words were not on Thorndike's List. Aso, 66 were not On
.

the entire Thorndike 10,000. List And 344 words were not on

t,the' Gates List.

Three years later James Pitgerald (1934) analyzed

the vocabulary of children's letters written outside the
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school.td determine the vocabularT Ilsed and spelling errors
made.

Elementary school children were asked to give letters
(1) received through the-mail from young friends and (2)
which were not written in school. The total number of letters,
written by pupils in grades four, five, and six, was 3,184.
Ther&vere 742 letters from fourth grade pupils, 1,199 from
fifth graders, and 1,243 from sixth gradera: Girls wrote
2,269 letters while boys wrote 915 letters. Letters were'
from forty-one of the states'and dated between 1929 and 1930.
There were 1,149 letters from rural areas and 2,035 from
town and .city areas. There wadlik total of 461,321 running
wordS and 7,340 di4erent. words, excluding.145 expreasions
not found in Webster's New International Dictionary.

Fitzgerald then listed, in alphabetical order, with
(1) Arequency of-use and (2) frequency of errors the 2,106
words which occurred eight times or more. The 2,106.words
were 97 percent of the.total running words, and 2,600 were

.d) used in all three grades,. He felt_that the lisi could assist
'. curriculuDLmakers in selecting woids for.spelling.

AP a follow-up to his 1921 study, ThOrndike'(1.931)
analyzed 4 million words from books recommdnded far pupils
in grades' three through eight. He analyzed the'differences.4
between thd vocabulary of 120 juvtnile books and vocabu-=

lary of 279 sources used in determining the,Thorndike 20,600
Word List. This material was more general in nature. Oredits t:7>
were given to each word, as was done in his 101.00 Wird List,

461
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Be then analyzed various books recOmmended for pupils in

grades three through eight, noting the frequency, of occur-
.

rence of the various words in ihe'va:rious books.

That,same year Gates (1935) pabiished his Tevised

list of 1,811 words. He had many sources: (1) the 2,500

words of highest frequency from Thorndike's List (1921a) of

4i million words, 14 percent of which was from c4ildren's

literature; (2) the words not included on the 1,000 most,

'freRuent words an the Thorndike Li5t but on the,Anne Moore

List (cited by Gates, 19261,); (3) the first 1,000 most fre-
.,

quent waTds on tWe Packer List (1921) which analyzed tem

-first rea!der(4.) -the 1,000-most frequent words oi the

Ernest Horn ,List of spoken vocabulary'of childreE(1925);

(5) various other studies which he did not ligit;- other

words in at least one sixth of a list o; 105 books (readers,

supplementary readers., stories, etc.). Results indicated

5,600 different words'which were (f) ranIced lpy "experts" in

order of interest to children and (2) .judged by "experts" in

regard to utility.for children. The revised list was not

divided.into parts of sieech because it wasfelt that it

provided no great service and was-too cumbersome.

This was followed by Edward Dolch (1936a) who com

piled the Polch Dasic Sight Vocabulary of 220 Words from

words (except nouns) common to the Gates List (1926b), the

International Kindergarten Union List (1928), and the'Wheeler- #

Howell List (1930). .

)
f:

44-
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Using the 500 words of most frequency from both the

Gates.List and the International Kipdergarten Union List,

plus the ehtire Wheeler-Howell List, Dolch compiled 'the lists

on a dictionary basis (that is, regularly inflected forms' of

a.single root were combined) and a comparison of the three

lists were made. ilords common to all three lists were chosen.

Dolch also included twenty-seven words in his list, eVen

. though.they were Common to only two of the lists. The twenty-

seven had high frequencies (Dolch, 1938, Jt9) and seemed to

go with other words On the list, for example, "gol and "goes."

DolCh, called his 220 mords "basic" bacause the,listinciuded

the "tool" or "service" words that were used in all writing,

no matter what the subject. The-"Seiwice" words included

such parts of speech a conjunctions, prepositions, adverbs,

adjectives, and verbs. Dolch did not include nouns because

he felt.that the nouns changed with subject matte4.

As an extension of this study, Dolch (1939) checked

\the-list. against thousand-word.samplings (despite his previous

critique of sampling procedures) of textboolcs in four subjects.

The Dolch Words were fo to inClude 70 percent of the'
.

running words in first grade books, about 65 percent of the

running words in second and third grade books, and about-60

percent of the running woi-ds in most books for grades four to

six' inclusive.

In the same study he indicated that the 220 words



students in fourth grade and many fifth and sixth graders

are such poor readers that they do not recognize instantly

all of the Dolch 220 Words.

Dolch further commented that a child suspected of

having a poor sight vocabulary should be tested on the Dolch

Words to see which words he did not know. He should then be

trained to recognize instantly by sight the words he did not

know.

Two years later, Dolch (1941) published the-following

table which shows the percentage of the Dolch Basic Sight

Vocabulary of 220 Words as compared to the total running, words

in school texts in four subjects..

Percentages* of Dolch Basid' Sight Vocabulary
of 220 Words in the Content Areas

Number
of Grade Grade Grade Grade Grade GradeSubject series 1 2 3 4 5 6

Reading 4 70 66 65 61 59 59

Arithmetic 2 62 63 57 57

Geography 2 60 59 54

History 2
57 53 52

. *Based On'e.'11-000 word sampling of each book,
including inflected forms of the basic sight words in which ,the Isight word appears unchanged.

.



. Dolch also wrote (1948) that almost one half of the

words in any boOk, magazine, or newspaper is made up of the

Dolch Basic Sight Vocabulary of 220 Words. He did not claim

that the 220 words included all the Niords that a pupil should

know. He felt that a pupil should at least know the 220

basic words, and he stated that an important use of the list

is in remedial work. He felt that the remedial process would

be cqmplete if a child is taught on sight his umlnown "in-

stant" words_plus some sounding help, and "context" guessing.4

The pupil then should be able to do the learning from books

that school work demands.

To prove his point, Dolch cited a study he conducted

(1936b) 4ett he used-seventy-five fourth grade students who

knew 194 'or less of the Dolch Basic Sight Vocabulary of 220
y,Words. Each Child has his own unknown "instant' words in a4.0

manila envelope. Each day, the child put the cards/into two

stacks, one known, one unknown. The children were adminis-

tered the Gates Silent Reading Test (Tyoe B--Reading to

Predict Outcome of Given Events), both pre-tests and post-

tests. Results indicated an average gain of two months

after one month-of remedial work. Dolch concluded that sight

vocabulary deficiencies can be corrected in a, short period of

time and correction can be made with a larde group' under normal

classroom conditions.

. 3 1
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The Dolch Basic Sight Vocabulary of 220 Words

a done* I out these
about don't if over they
after down in own* think
again draw into pick* this
all drink is play those*
always* eat it please three
am eight* its* pretty to

an every jump pul?. today
and fall just put together,*

any far keep ran too ?

are .' fast kind read try*
around find know red two

as first laugh ride under
ask five* let right up
at fly light* round upon*
ate for like run us

.7/away found little said use*
be + four live saw very
because from long say walk
been full look see want
before* funfty made seven* -warm. ,

best* gave make shall was
better* get many she . wash*
big give may -, -show we
black go me sing well*
blue goes* much sit went

mustboth going six* were
bring good my whatsleep
brown got myself* small when
but green never so where
buy groW new some idhich*

by had no soon 'white

call has not whostart*
came have now stop why
can he of take will
carry help off tell wish
clean* her old ten with
cold here

cOirlice

thank
come him that roirild

could his one the write*
cut hold only their yellow
did hot open them yes

do how Or then you

does hurt* OUT there your
)

*Words common to only two out of the three lists
that Dolch added to the list because they were of high frequency.

k 40



In a later aitique of Dolch's mandate, Clarence Stone

(1950).questioned the accuracy of Dolch's conclusions and doubted

the advisability of the oMission of nouns from his basic sight

word list. He suggested that even if a child knows, as a result

of drill, all 220 Dolch Words, that the child may.still have

an inadequate reading vocabulary.

At additional study during this time was made by

Hocket (1936). He compared the vocabularies of thirty,-three

primers which were published between 1923 and 1935. He"

analyzed each page, tabuiated the frequency of' each word, and

counted all variants as separate words, except "s" which he

counted with the.root wOrd. Hyphenated ds were counted

with the root word, unless very simple.- The the separate

parts were counted as different words. Title page, table of

contents p ace, and the concluding word list wertot

included. t e tabulation; however', the comprehension

er ems,-and(titles of stories were included in theex'

count.

ockett fOund 1,713 total number of different words,

174,076 total running words in all thirty-three books, 25

words common to all thirty-three boOks, and 63 words common

to thirty of the thirty-three books. The median number of
J-

running words per book was 5,094 words and the average was

5,275. The average vocab4lary burden was 303 words and the

median was 287. Only 40 percent (681 words) appeared in one

book.
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In a subsequent and similar study of Dolchs 1927

study, Buckingham and Dolch (1936) combined eleven reviously

published lists to derive the "064bined Word List." The

researchers felt that a graded vocabulary was indeed important.

The eleven sources were: The International Kindergarten Union

List (1928); Gates' Free Association List (1926b); Jones' List

(1915); Tidyman'e.List (1921)'; Studley and Ware's Essentials in

Spelling List, published in 1914 (as cited by Buckingham and

Doleh, 1936); Payne-Garrison Spelling List, published in 1931

(as cited by Buckingham and Dolch, 1936); the New Orleans Public

School Spelling List, published in 1916 (as cited by Buckingham

and Dolch, 1936); Etnest Horn's Basic Writing List (1926);

Gates' Reading Vocabulary or Primary Grades I'd-st (1926b); an

Thorndike's 20,000 Word Lis (1931).

Buckinghamd and Dolch followed Thorndike's rules for-

tabulation which he followed when preparing hid 20,000 Word

List. Proper names, abbreviations, contraptions and archic

and poetic forms were not tabulated. Any words found on

/the.International Kindergarten Union List were not tabulated

as far as the frequency count was concerierl. The authors

felt that those words had already, been proven important and

had high frequencies.

To determine the iize,of each grade's vocabulary,

the authors used two criteria: .(1) the vocabulary development

of children, and (2) experience with children. For grade

one, the International Kindergarten Union List was used%

For r.a.de two, the IKU List and 984 other words with a

'4
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frequency'of three or mbre were listed. It was felt that one

half of the grade two words probably belonged in grade one.

For the other grades (three to eight)l.words.not already

placed on previous gpades' lists were carried forward to he next

grade's list, using words with less and less frequencies. They
,

.

found 2,481 words occurred more'than onCe. The authors Telt
k. .

that the 'list was indeed incs5Mplete, hid gaps in the grade-

levels, and clid not emphasize meanings.- They published the list

in alphabetical order with a letter(s) after each word to indicate

the source from which it came. A number indicated the frequency

by the thousand;

Another vocabulary study was made by C. T. Gray (1936)
4

who reported on a derived word list which combined several other

wOrd lists and which categorized 19,000 words. Included were

the Thorndike List (1921a), the Gates List (1926b)-, the Horn

rist (1925), plus eleven different other lists, inCluding

the Dolch "Free-Association" study "(1937).

Then McKee (1937) challenged frequency lists that may

say they determine difficulty through frequency counts.

McKee wrote,

The fundamental measure of the difficulty of
a printed word is the degree of familiarity which the
reader has with the concept or meaning that the printed
symbol pepresents in the setting in which it is used.
(1937:242)

Althougb McKee agreed with Ernest Horn that using

'word lists it an uncritical all, mechanical fashion. is not

educationallg,sound, he did think that,the Thorndike Lislt

(f921a)2t least contiibuted to preventing wide disparity in

0D



the choice of words for children's books.

,That same year Hockett (1937) 'analyzed the "vocabu-

laries of twenty7eight first'grade readers. He wanted to

present information that would make it easier for teachers

to select appropriatesbooks,for students. He used the vocab-

ularies of thirteen readers publishedlbefore 1930 and fifteen

ieaders published,.beiW-een.1930 and 1935. Each rpader was

analyzed and tabIllation was made.of the number of times each

word was repeated. All variants were countedas new,words,
. ..

except plurals formed by "S". Words assumed to appear at l. east

forty times were not tabulated. They were "at," "ail,"

n and," "he," "I," "is," kpaid,"."the," aild "you." The

title page, table of contents, pfeface, and concluding word

lists were omitted in making Ihe analYsis bebause they were

not normally read by 'the children. domprehension exercises,

poems, and titles were counted. The wori600k exereises were

.not included. The total number of words were counted and.

totaled on every spcond page. An adding machine was then

used to total the running words for every book.

As compared to his previous studfes, Hockett felt
,

that*(1) there was a definite trend toward smaller vocabu-
,

laries, (2) the percentage of words orithe Gates Idst (1935)

of 1,811 words' increased 5.4 percent, (3) the average repeti-
0

tion increased 3.0 words, and (4) there wiz a reduction of

16 percent of the vocabulary load by more than 100 words. In

the average (five out ofieight bookr;) first reader, 64-percent



,

of the words were in the Gates,fiis't 500: In five out of sixt.
:

first readers, 83 percent4f the wCrds were in.the Gates
;

first 1,000. About 7.4 percent 4e11 oufaide the Gates List.

The median book length was.8,540 words. The average boOk

length was 9,057 words. The average.qmbbr of different

words was 589 and the median was 581,

Hockett (1938) continued hib investigaltion as he

analyzed twe4y-nine second grade readers. He tabulated .

_each page, and he recorded every different word found in the .

book. He then used these different words to make what he.,

callgd a skeleton list. Then he went through all of the

books, page byjage, and completed a frequency count-of each

word, in gach book. Any word not on the skeleton_list was

written in at the appropriate place. Commoray derived form; -

were included with the root forms. After the list for each

book was completed, the list was compared to the Gates List

(1935). The total running words for each page was counted

and written at the bottom of the page. An adding machine was

used to total the total,running words. Table of contents,

the concluding word lists in the back of the book, and all

explanatory material directed to the teacher were included in

the tabulatioh.

The typical second grade reader had' an average of

1,000'd1ffei.ene wordstand a tot 1 of 21,000 running words.

The second grade reader typically was two times s long as
-

an ayerage first reader and fOur times as long as-an'average
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prither. About 52 percent of,the Hockett List 1;va's in the

'Gates first 500 moat- frovent Words. Hockett observed,a"

...reduction of'vocabury in,the 'more recent readers. In,

,
the pre-1930 readers, the average,number of different wools

was.1,146. in-the'1930'to 1933 readeçs, there was an average

of 1,057 different'wordb, which amount &to arr 8 percent

reduction. the readers published ween 1934 and 1937,

there was-arr-average number of 913 different words, which wa

a further tion of 14 percent.

Then F tzgerald (1938), with a desire to supplement

studies a e fifth and sixth grade levels', studied the

vocabulary and spelling errors of third grade children's

. 'life-letters. He requested real letters which were received'

,through,the mail and were written by-third graders. .From-

twent seyen states, 1,1256 letters were collected, 539 from'
A `

boy6 -and 717 from.girls. About 1,000 letters came from

cites and towns and 200 came from rural areas. There were
/'

1°0,840 total running words, 2,928 different word's, and 8,504
,

tabUlated spelling errors. Fitz erald then listed 692 words
' -

,

which we.re us d ten times or moire with frequency of,use:and
.

-------________:
'

frequency f error counts:., T e 100 most common words were.
.../

:

used 69,1 1 times throughout the letters. .

4
ancithervbcabul ry study during this period of

time, B ts (1939) repdrte a study of vocabularies of first

-grade ooks in order to establish a basic reading materials.

list. Betts tabulated (i) the total.number of pages at .each
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I levelr,(2) the total number of different words at each level,

(3) the total number of running words.at each level, (4) the
, number of words on a page.at each level, (5) .the number of

words eomMon to all basal readers at each level, and (6) the

number of words common to a given n4mber of readers at each

level. He studied the nature of the words common to asgiven

number of books at each ievel, and the vocabulary coptrol as

eVidenced by repetition or frequency. He attempted to deter-

mine the consistency of words introduc9d,on one level.*

The readers used were published between 1932 and 1937,

'and the.looks were$from thirteen different series. Reading
readinesb or complementary books, covers, inside fly.leaves,

pre:face or introductionsr table of cOntents, directions or

notei to the teacher, concluding words lists, words within

the illustrations, and numbers of pages were not tabulated.

Title of story unit's, title within the units, including both

print and artist's lettering, all story content, and compre-,

hension exercises Were counted. Betts reported his findings
in two ways: (1) the basic-list of words at each,of the five

$

levels, and (2) a basic cugiulative list for the primary

grades. The second,list shows not only the frequency fot

each key word but also the frequency and spread of the

,primary form and all of the variants. Compound words,

hyphenated wprdsv contractions, and abbreviations were

counted,as separate words. Each word was counted on the

basis cf,spelling, not meaning,:

II



Betts found a total of 210,283 running words from,

thirty-nine first grade readers, with 12,155 from pre-primers,

69,969 from primers, and 128,159 from.first readers. The

average number of running words in,a pre-primer was 935, 5,382

in'a primer, and 9,858 in a first reader. Three key words

>were common to thirteen pre-primers, "a," "the," and "mother."

Thirty-four words were common-to-thirteen primers and three

of these common to the pre-primers also. These were 166

words common to all the first readers.

Betts concluded that the tabulation of all forms of

key words only at the primary level did not provide sufficient

data on vocabulary. Data on frequency and spread of word

frequency appeared important. Thereyas a wide disparity in

the vocabularies of the books. He suggested that the data

from this study could help the teacher to check against

spelling vocabularies and vocabulary overlap in the readers.

(Betts did not include his.two lists in his report.)
;

Fielstra and Curtis (1939) compared.the, two Thorndike

Listi, the 10,000 (1921a)..and the 20,000 (1931) Lists, to

determine,to what extent the words found in the first 5,000

words-jevels of the 10,000 List.fail to appear in the Corres-
, -

ponding 1,000 Word leveli of the 20,000 -List. ,They attethpted'-'

tp discover.to what extent the words appearing on,the ori-

ginal list appear on the 1;000 word levels above the tenth
..

in the later list. They.alsd ivOndered to what eXtent were

words-occurring in the first:10,000 Word List not in the

original list.
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About 4.52 percent (226 words),of the ffrst 10,000-

List were found ip different 1,000 word levels in the 20,000

List. Results indicated more numbeious.shifts in positions

of words in'the upper half of the 104000 List to the other

1,000 word levels in the 20,000 List. About 95 percent (215

wordOof the "displaced words" o the 00 List found

lower positions. About 12.19 percent (1,21 words) of the

10,000 List were not among the first 10,000 words on the

20,000,List. About 12.10 percent (1,210 words) of the first

half of the 201000 List and 29.1 percent or 1,167 words

(almost half) of all the words in the seventh, eighth, and

ninth 1,000 word levels of the 20,000 List do not appear on

the 10,000 List. ihe authors'o'f the.study concluded that

the 20,000 List was not just a continuation of the 10,000

List, it was a:definite revision. Results of any yocabulary

study based on the 10,000 List would differ markedly if based
4

on the 20,000 List (the first 10,000 words,only). However,

if the study was based only ,upon the first 6,000 words af

both libts, and if one did not particularly care with which

thousands one was working, then there would he no problem.

The authOrs oast doubts upon the validity of reSults of

studies based upon the 10,000 List.
4

The 1940's

As chairman of the committee of the National Confer-

ence of Research in English formed to review current research
qr

in vocabulary, Seegers (1940) reported brieflwithout any

. table or lists, on.the recent,research of both derived and
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original lists. Generalizations were made that sounded just

like the philosophies of Gates,,Dolch, Torh and Thorndike.

.Then the committee reported that the most important studies

which Were carefully compiled, were that of Ernest Horn,-

. Madeline Worn, Buckingham; Dolch, McKee and McKee, Fitzgerald,

Tidyman, lorge, Gates, and Thorndike. These iists yielded

the most important information and the limiting factors were

carefully stated. Rinsland's List (1945) had not been pub-

lished yet, but was mentioned as another important styldy.

in a stinging critique of the committee's report,

Thorndike (19409 said that, "It is regrettable thal so many

of the mdkers of counts have left so much of their data

(The authors of this liaper found this to be

_quite true; Becaase of this problem; often Some proCedura/

data, some resultà, and even some actual word lists of some

of the more important authors could not be reported; however,

this by no means implies that if an author's list is not

included in this paper'that the author failed to publish it.)

Thorndike made several suggestions 6 the Committee.

They should have'specified to which Thorndike List they
.
referred. The committee did not include several studiesvzh

which he felt were ihdeed very important. Thorndike felt

that the committee could not discount unusual discrepancies

in small counts of 2,000 to 200,000. He felt that this

could be done with larger counts of 2,000,000 words or more.

He alsO felt'that the makers of counts shoula not include

slang, contractions, proper namest.mouns, pronouns, places,
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and numbers (for example, 5,6; or.9). He questioned whether
*.

compound words should be counted as separate words or if

_derivatives shOuld be rcounted as separate' WOrds. He felt

that there was alack of consideration of the general psycho-
,

logy and linguistic factors in methods used to obtain the

lists of words. Homographs,or words spelled the same but

.with different meaningi, presented a problem', too. Thorndike

warned against the idea that one list must be learned more

than another. 'Grade placement of the words was,'he felt, a

,poor idea because some teacher, ".-. . unprivileged in,

respect to.intellect . . ." might teach only words on her
,

grade ldvel.. Thorndike suggested that publishers should

compare the new texs to the first 2,500 wórds'of the Thorn-
*

dike List (1937) and supply such an analysis to the buyers.

Tharndike felt that progress had been made in the field, but

that more research was needed.

In an attempt to provide current data, Clarence Stone
-

(1941) compared the vocabulary of tWenty lire-primers which were

published between 1930 and 1940. He did not tabulate words

for a frequenCy count. He did list the words that appeared

in each book and counted the tdtal number of,different words

and found 359 words. Only 186, appeared in only one book, 54

appeared in two books and 29 appeared in three books. He

found 100 words that were moSt widely ur+d. NinetyNval,s

'appeared in four or more.books. Stone quoted from a' frequency

count (Hayward and Ordway, 1937) which did both fquency and



range of use of 211 words,in fifteen pre-primers. All the

words used by Stone had a high frequency in Hayward and Ord-
.

-way's study.

Stone also assumed that if a word appeared in four or

bore pre-primers, it would have a high frequency of use.

Also, if a word appeared in only one or two pre-primers, it

would not be an important word, even if it had a high frequency.

Stone further felt that the revised Gates List (1935)

of 1,811 words did not include simpler derivatives and,'

therefore, Stone's L,ist could be-contrasted with the-Gates

List, because he felt simpler words tend to appear in pre-

primers.

Then Stone compared hi-s-100- most impartant words to

the Gates List. Five pre-primers did not meet Stone's

expectations, but fine did. (He felt that 75 percent of all

the pre-ritimer'S Word'should be on the Gates List.) Stone

further felt that, to be fair, one should compare the average

number of repetitions for each book based on the same number

of running words in each book. Longer books obviously would

have more repetitions;,therefore, Stone felt that.repetition

alone is a poor gauge of difficulty.

In his third extensive study, Thorndike (1944) added

10,000 more words to171.1s 1921 and ,1931 Word Lists to Make

his'30,000 Word List. Again, he included inflected ending

words under the root word. Thorndike then presented a new

design which was different from his 1921 and 1931 designs in



reporting his word list. He suggested.to the teachers the

grade levels'at Which the words might be taught. He'stated
,e

-

that the list could be used for non-English speaking people,

as well as good readers, depending on needs.

Despite the admonition of pi.evious research, Edgar,

Dale (1941) compared the International Kindergarten Union

List (1928) and the most frequent.1,000 words from Thorndike's

10,000 Word List (1921a). Dale listed all words common to

the two lists, noting which Wards appeared in the second 500

of the ThOrndike List. He then noted that 230 words were not

in Thorndike's first 1,000 and suggested that possibly these

230 were not known to children,entering first grade,

Dale wrote further that the.use of vocabulary must

. . .

meet two criteria: (1) the vocabulary must be known by

children and,(2) the vocabulary must be of permanent-value 4
to children in reading activities. He ilssued two captions in

the interpretations of his (1) the.list contained a

large number of homographs and (2) it cannot be assumed that

.all words on the Kindergarten Union List will be known to all

first grade children.

This list is still known and used as the Stone 769

Easy Word List. It is also included in the Spache Readability
formula for primary grades..

In still another 'study, Dolch (1942) attempted to'

determine those words which Made up most of the words written

by the average person ("average" was not.defined.) polch
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used the-Gates List (1926a) of 2,500 words which vas

shortened by comparing it with the following word lists:

(1) the Fitzgerald List (cited%by Dolch, 1942) of

2,106 words which was written by children in grades four,

five, and six; (2) the Smith List (cited by Dolch, 1942)

of 2,156 words, which' was written on.school papers by

pupils in grades two through eight; and (3) the' Dolch

Free Association List of 9,520 words (1936). WordS with

less evidence of common use either by -grade'placement

or frequency were,dropped. The final list contained

- 24000 commonest words for spelling. According to-Dolch

these words verb so selected to include words which

made up to 95 percent of all the words written by the

"average" pefsotf;

In ancther study in the same year, Dolch (1942)

reported his analysis of four studies which included

(1) Carl Wise's 13,641 words common to twenty spellers

(cited by Dolch, 1942); (2) L. P. Ayres' first 1,000

Spelling Words (cited by Dolch, 1942) as found in 5,000

Children's compositions; (3) Tidyman's 2,000 Word List

(1921) from children's compositions; ands(4) the Inter-

national Kindergarten Union-List (1928) of the spoken

vocabulary-of children entering first grade. Dolch con-

cluded that any list of.2,000 words Or more includes words

that are seldom used by childrex-q for example,

16



some of the words on the Kindergarten Union List were used

only by' seven children. Dolch 'wrote-that truly -aommon -Words

are few in number.

In a reappraisal and extension of studies of the

vocabulary of the previous decade, Stone (1942) studied 107

primary baoks published between the years 1930 and 1941.

His analysis was of twenty-one series from pre-primer to

third readers. The 5,314 count ,included 286 names and 846

derivatives ("s,"-"es," "d," "bag," "n," "en," "y," "ie,"

"ly," "er," "est," "y" to "i" and then add "es," "less,"

"ied,"-"ed," "ier," and "ily"). Stone then assembled each

word into particular categories af levels of introduction.

For example, if a word appeared in seven or mbre'of the

twenty-one pre-primers, then it was included on the pre-

primer list. If.a. word appeared less_than three_times in

the third grade readers, then it was put on the fourth grade

reader level. Altogether, there were ten levels of words.

The result was the formulation of an up-to-date "graded"

vocabulary for the primary grades. Stone also noted each

word that appeared on the Kinderazten Union List (1928),.

the Gates List (1935), the Buckingham-Dolch Combined Word

List (1936), Beilund's Fourth Grade Vocabulary (cited by

Stone, 1942), and Dithrell's Vocabulary for Fourth Grade (cited

by Stone, 1942). Stone concluded that the trend of increasing .

the number of pre-primers was inadequate. We 'needed, 'he felt,

adequate vocabulary expansion with sufficiently easy material

at each level.

7
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In the-first major study reported 4P4er World War II,

.Rinsland-(1945) analyzed.'1 percent Cf twenty minion ele.:

mentary, school children's uncorrected, freest writings. From

a total of 6,102,359 running words, he reported the raw

frequencies of words from 100,212 papers from children in all

eight grades1 on; paper frOm each child. Rinsland himself i

felt that the sampling,from tlie first and second grades was

inadequate. Many of the papers were very short and others

Nere incomplete or unfinished; therefore, he included in his

study the spoken vocabul of fiist graders as repotted by

Fry, published in 1931 (cited by Rinsland, 1945), and Trent,

published in 1931 (cited by Rinsland, 1945).

,Plurals, contractions, abbreviations, and inflectives

were counted as separate words, as was in the HotilY.

Most slang, ;trade names baby.talkt. and.madeTup. words were :

not included. Rinsland then indicated the position of fre-

qiiiency in the same manner a's did Thorndike. His published

list of 14,571 words included words whiq occurred three or

more ttmgs in any grade, one through eight. lie compared his

results wiih those of previous research al}d felt that there

was little agreement among the authors as to the vocabulary

introduced. He noted that seventeen authors agreed on only

one word in total words and in grade placement. The word

was "long."

In two separate.studies Gertrude Hildreth (1948a,

1948b) sampled 19 percent of Rinsland's List (1945) and con-

pluded that only 2000 words "do the most work.° She indicated

that only a small proportion of the words were used

18



frequently and there,was a wide,range of rarely used words

,that,accounted for many'a reading disability' caee.-

In her second study, she 'compared Dale's 769 Easy

Words (1941), tke Ddich Basic Sight Vocabulary of 220 Words

(1936a), and the Rinthland WOrd List (1945). She observed a

large amount of over-lapping plus some important differences.

She foUnd a total of only 156 words common to all three lists,

and she recommended the use of the "new" list (Dale, Dolch

and Rinsland Lists combined) to teachers:

These are the words that-all children should cer-,tainly4learn to spell and to recognize in print during
the elementary school years, and they would ordinarily

. take precedence in drill over less common words. Anyword that appears in all three lists rates priority in-language instruction. If a child knows these basicwords he has a frame-work for learning less commonly
used words (Hildreth, 194813:41):

Hildreth further felt that (1) it would be wrOng to

dril1-1n iedlatiOn'a-nd 2) primary grade teaching shoUld not

entail teaching all of these words before other words. Words

should be taught in meaningful context. Hoviever, she sug-

gested teachers should keep an eye on this list when preparing

spelling and reading lists.

In a related study of item difficulty, Kirkpatrick

and Cureton (1949) compared four methods of determining

vocabulary burden: (1) criteria based on frequency, (2)

criteria bas6d on judgment, (3) criteria bilsed on syllable

count, and (4) criteria based on frequency and judgment.

The authors used Thorndike's frequency groups Sor

;this study. In the judgment portion of the iatudy, five

judges were asked to rearrange eleven groups of -cards in

19
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,*--order of frequencies, Thé syllable count included the keY

word of each of the items. The results of this stud4iindi-

cated that frequency f)lus judgement, as evaluated by 'compari-

'son to the Thorndike List, appeared best. The syllable count

appeared the least desirable.

In a pioneer study, Hughes and Cox (1949) investi-

gated the relationships of language and vocabulary of first

grade children to their reading textbooks. The authors

desired to answer some importgnt questions: What were the

,differences in vocabu14ry used by_children and by books?

What differences could be found in the richness and vitality

of expression? What differences were there ih the maturity

of sentences as measured by length and number Of relational'

words? What,concepts and interests are employed in speech

and not utilized or expanded,in the beginning books?

Hughes and Cox recorded the free conversation of two

classes-of Detroit first gzade students during the "show-and-

tell" for a period of.two mbnths. The median I.Q. score was

101.67, based on the Detroit Beginning First Grade Test,

Form A. They then analyzed ten pre-primers and six primers.

The books were (1) W. Gray's Curriculum Foundation Series,

(2) G. Hildreth's Easy prowth in Reading Series, (3) M. .'

OlDonnel's Alice and Jerry Series, and N. B. Smith's Learning

to Read Series.

Results indicated that 331 words common to the books and

to children's .spdken vocabulary. There were 1,097 different

words ep9k6n by children and 401 different word's ih the
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books. The sentencet weremore ,complicated in the children's

speech'. Their sentences were more "dynamic" and. had' a

greater number of relationships. The authors suggested that

teachers use experience stories, reading charts, and booklets

to better reflect the real speech patterns employed by pupils.
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MORE RECENT STUDIES: P0ST-1950

While the pre-1950 studies were mainly concerned

with an analysis of vocabulary through frequency word counts

and comparison of vocabulary lists of previously published

lists, the last 3. decades, the 1950's to the present, gave

evidence of some change, with a shift in emphasis to a

linguistic analysis of the language. The linguistic analysis

studies concerned themselves with the effect of an unstruc-

tured vocabulary. There were, however, continued replications

of the studies conducted in the twenties, thirties, and

forties.

In the first Study published in the fifties, Gentry

(1950 constructed a libt of common words for beginning.

*readers and listed the pre-primers which ,contained the

smallest number of different words but had a large percentage

of common words. Sixt six pre-primers with copyright dates

from 1930 to 1948 were used. The total number of different

words wer'e tabulated. The number of books in which the wbrd

appeared was recorded. The s4ufly produced a list of 600 words.

Two hundred fifty of the 600 words were considered to be

"common words" (words common to three or more of the pre-

primers). The 250 words were Categorized ihto tWo groups.

The first 125 words appeared in nine or more of the total

number of pre-prlmers.t The second ¶25 words appeared in lea's
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than itne of :the pre-primers, The two groups of worftwere,

used to rank each pre-primer. the pre-pr,imers whose'total

vocatulary consisted of the highest percentage of tfie *first

125 words" was ranked first. The vocabulary load in nine of

the pre-primers was found to be 100 percent of the "first 125

words" list. Only 38 percent of the vocabulary in the lowest

ranking book could be found in the first half of the "common

words." Eighty-five percent of the vocabulary in the median

ranking books could be found in the first half of the "common

words." The percentage of words in a given pre-priter out-.

side the "common words" list ranged from a high of 41 percent

"to.a low Of 3 percent.

In commenting on the use of word counts in relation-

ship to spelling, Aykes and other investigators, wrote

A
Hildreth ,(1951), discovered an important principlt: .very

few words make up most of the words in writing. "A hundred

words take care of over half our writing needs even in adult

life, and a thousand words do about 90 perctnt of the work

(Hildreth, 1951:257)."

In an attempt to bring togetAer the commonalities in

spelling and reading and to 'construct a core vocabulary,

Kyte (1953) presented a list: (1) to develop efficiency in

reading, oral and written expression, and spelling in the

elementary school, and (2) to provide the minimal essentials

for children, especially for the non-English speaking child
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-and for the adult illiierate.\The "core.words" were taken

.fromAhe first500 words in the Thorndike-Lorge List (1941) 1

oi 30;000 words,and the first 560 of Horn's List (1926a) of

commonlSr written adult wrds. The 500 most commonly used

words.in the Rinsland List,-(1945) of children's writinkcom-

pared with the "core'words." A core'vocabulary of 663 words

was der2ved. Three hundred seventy-two words formed a basic

list of highly frequent reading and writing words. Otte

hundred tWenty-nine words were more important for writing

than reading, and the remaining 162 words were more important

for reading than"writing. The common words from the Rinsland

\List furniShed evidence that the core words were probably
,

familiar to learners havirig previous background in school.

In another similar attempt at a "core" list, Kyte

arid Neel (1953) wanted to provide the minimal essentials for

.various -instructional programs. They constructed a core,
t

vocabulary of spelling words.using the Horn List (1926) for

adult 'writing and Rinsland's Basic Writing List (1945) used

hy elementarT children. The words from both lists were

selected according to the following criteria: (1) words

which occurred most commonly in adult and in children's

writings; (2) words wliich occurred most frequently in adult

writing but less commonly used in children's writings;,and

(3) words which occurred most commonly in children's writing

but less commonly in adult.writing. The basic list consisted

Of 501 words. The core words were categorize& into five
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types.: Type one contained words which aipeared in identical

form among the 500 most commonly used words in adult writing

and in children's writing.- Type two contained fifty-five

words among the 300 most frequently used words in children's

w'riting. Type three contained twenty-one words occurring in

the fourth 100 in children's writing and in the second-500

of adult's writing. Type four contained thirty-eight words

occurring in the first 500 of adults' writIng and in the

second 500 ofchildren's writing and also in the first 500

in on* elementary school grade. Type five contained,tnnty-

seven worps occurring'in.the first 500 of adults' writing

and in the second'500 in at least one elementary school grade..

TRe sixicontained forty-five w ox ccurring in the first144

330 adults' writing'but not in the firsi 1,000 in any ele-

mentary school grade.

/n an article concerning the problem of vocabulary

ih reading, Dale cited Horn as follows:

Two thousand words with their repetitions make up
95.05 perOen* of the running words, in adult iting;
3,000, 96.9 percent; 4,000 97.81percs' an 0,000,
99;4 perce4.

A liMited humber of words--1,000 or 21000, certainly
not mare than 3,000--give us the easily predicted words.

, Prot then on we haye moved behond the words-of common
experiencethe structural.words in the English language,
the household 'words', the woras of time, place, 4rections,

.

parts of the body, and the lAe. (Horn as cited" by Dale,
1956:114)

In a slight shift of emphasis and concerns, Calderon .

(1956) investiiated several units of study (1) to determine
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minimum vocabUlary that the greatest pprdentage

'ducators would aped upon aid (a) to provide the

is for a suffici,-EngliSh Vocabulary for the

cb ld who speaks littie or no English. Six, lists were

1

lected for study; three from Texas, two from Cali.-

and, one from New,Nexico. The list containedf ernia

its of study concerning safteii foods, home, socials

environment ,etc.. Each Word as '1%;e11 as the name of

-51-

the list was printed on a card. ,Words that appeared on

all six liitS were considered tb- Ve words that lt*

Tercent of the edudators woad agr6e upon. , .Woids that .

.appeared on fiveilists four list's.three lists, two lists,
\

and one list, were considered to be words having 85 pm:46a,

66 percent, and50 pendent, 33 perce t, and 16'percents,

respectively, on which' educatore wold agree.

381 words were found to have 50 to ipo percent

Nineteen additional words considered important

A total of

agreement.

to the study

I. were added.

'The next year Fry (1957) 'develop d a list of

the most .frequently appearing words f r the remedial reading



teadher or classroom teacher. SeVeral criteria were used to

deveiop the word lis7b: (I) to fieledt the,most frequently

used wordiAnd (2) to edit t110:words to'exclude easily

recognized'variants and..nouhs of limited:Use. Two standards

were used to achieVe thecriteria4' (1) several word counts

containing the most frequent Words and (2) personal exper-

ience as a remedial teacher as well aa subjectivogic.

For example, the word list included the:words one through ten

in its first 500 words'but exdlUdea.nine. Pry added, nine.

Fry omitted babyislvsounding words like candy and daddy fdt
,

the .saice of high school teachers. The word counts used were

the first 500 of Thdrndike-Lorge 30,000 Words \(1941), the

Rinsland List (1.945) of children's writing, and the Faacett

List (cited by Pry, 1957) which combine; the mdst.frequent

words on the, Thdrndike Count and the Horn List (cited by.Fry,

1957). Further reference wadmade to the Fitzpatrick List

'\(dited by'Fry, 1957) and the Molch List of ?,060 Commonest

Words for Snelling (cited by Pry, 1957). The study,produded

a list of 600 "Instant Words:".- The list was divided into

twenty-four grinips of twenty-fivd words each. Groups smaller

than twentk-five were not possible because of the waythe

words were presented in the.word Counts. Fry concludede

The first part of the list is much bore valuable
and accurate than the latter part. That is, the first
group of 25 words is definitely more frequently used
than the second group of 25, the first 100 more frequent
than the second hundred; the first half ,(309 words) more
frequent than the second half. There is high agreement
on all the scientific word counts tor the'first-part of
the list.



Conversely, it is doubtful if the 23rd. group of 25
wordsis. much more frequently used than the 24th group
or even that some of these words should be included in a
list of 600 most common English_ words. But let me hasten
to add that almost all :the words on 'this list, including
the words in group'24 (the last group of 25 words).
appear in either the Thorndike-lorge first. 500 or Rine-lanais first 6002. and usually on several other lists
also. (1957456)

an attempt to replicate earlier studies of vocabu-
lary of basic readers, Reeves (1958) conducted 'EL study Of
the vocabulary introduced in seven beginning reading series.
He analyzed, the prer.primers, primers,' and first readers of
Scott, 1?oresman; Macmillan; Ginn; Houghtonlifflin; Winston;

Row, J-)eterson; and Allyn and Bacon. (The publishing dates
were not indicated.) All the words introduced in each of
the books were_ tabulated.. Proper paMes of characters, pets,

and toys weref omitted'IJRoot words otil their inflected forms

were counted:as one Word. The result was ev.total of "633

different words. .0ne hundred nine of the 633 words were

common,to all seven series. Whether they were coMmon in

grade was not mentioned by the author.

Portyone additional words appeared in six of the

seven series. The words introduced in the bas3c pre-primers

of all, the series totaled 1150. Fifty-seven or 66.percent of

these words made Up the 109 :'dommon to all seven series, .but
,

0

there were 231 -of .the 633 different; words whit appeared in

only one of the series.' The' number of words. appearing in

only%one seriesvatied fram tour in one series to sixtrrfour

another series



In an endeavor to determine what words children

should study in spelling Fitzgerald (1958) selected 449

from this list of 2,650. His list _011E2,650, which is recorded

in bib book A Basic Life 8-pelling liocabala:14,, was obtained by

determining the overlap of child and adult writing among the

lists Of Ernest Horn (1926), Rinsland (1945)p McKee-

Fitzgerald (cited by Fitzgerald, 1958i, and Other less exten-

sive investigatiOns. -The list .purported to* make up about

94 percent of the running words written by children and

adults throughout their liVes. Fitzgerald concluded that

the 449 words selected _were the most used core words for

writing. On the average, they had the highest credit ratings

from the vocabUlaries from which they were derived. These

words and their repetitions comprise more than.75 'percent of

the punning words ordinarily written. Furthermore, wrote

Fitzgerald:

Every one of the words were written-in children's
letters and in school.themes. All 'but three were
employed frequently by adults. All were found in third-
grade letter writing, and in second-grade compotritians.
(1958:224)

The 1960's

Another study by Fry (1960) faand that the 300 most

common words of his-earlier study (1957) made up an average

of 63 percent of the wards in the reading texts of three

major publishers in grades one through,three. The range

varied from 58.to 77 percent. These same 300 "Instant WordS"

made up nearly one half of most adult reading miterial which
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included newspaPers, magazines, and popular books. _"It

seldom dips, below 40 percent,( even in technical exticles,

wrote Pry 0960:38 Piaui qf these qnstant .Words" do not
adhere to patterns ar phonic rules.' fie suggested-that ,maetery

of- these wcTds may not be realistically expected until the

third grade level of reading. -

Dolch (1960) reported that when he attempted to

write children's .stories with Dolch Words only, -other words

not in the Dolch Zist had to be used. These other needed

words 'fell into twc_ categopies or specie classes: s special

words:(auch, as ,would be needed in Dolch' Tiger Story) and

needed words (people, relationships, action words). In an

attempt to find the words really needed he exeinined _fifteen
.7

different books which he had written. These books covered a

wide range of subjects ranging from Indians to real-life

stories to folk stories. The vocabulary of each book. con-

sisted mostly of his 220 Sight Words and his 95 dommon Nouns.

tetra words were only used when necessary. The total number

of words in each of the fifteen books were listed. The list

included three kinds of worde: -the permitted, 'the special

words, and the morei general words. Prom this list Dolch

selected *the 315 permitted, all of the words used in one book

only, and Jai of the words not on the First Thousand List (no

source given).- This study produced a list of 684 words .

Which 'actual experience had shown were needed for simple

story telling. These words were found to be "needed extra

\.

60



Tb, y were ell within the limits of the First Thou-

sand, WOrds for, Children' s reading which in itself was found
. j

to be toe broad for "hesitant readers."

Pullmer and'Kolson .(1961) wanted a small, frequently-

used word list which wbul.d.guide'the teacher in developing

word reeognition'necessary for sudcess in beginnixtg, reading.a
-?

Words tram eleven basal reeding series were Used. A total-
,

,

Of forty-five pre-primeri, primers, arld kirst Teaders were

studied. All the publiihed basic reading series between

1954-1949 were included: Allyn and Bacon; American Book

-Oompanyt Ginn and Company; D. C. Heath; ,Houghton-Mifflin;

Lyons .and Cainagan; the Macmillan Companyi_Row, Peterson

Companyl Scott, Pore's:man; and World Book Company. Root words

and their dekivations 'were counted as differeitwords. The

werae were divided into five lists1),List I included worth)
4 4

appearing in at least ten of the series; List II were the-,

words appearing in nine of the seriee; List,III cgere the wirds
.

appearing in eight of the series; List Iv were the words

appearing in seven of the series; and List V were tie words

appearing in six or less of the series. List V .was dropped

because of its low count._ fte four li*st were' co'rrelated

with the International Kindergarten Union List (1928): and the

Dolch Basic Sight 'Vocabiaary (1936a). A listiof 184 words

was obtained. It was considered small becauae,it was smaller

than the widely Used Dolch List. The words were considered.

'frequent since over half of the words were Dalch Words. The-



list met the needs of Fulmer in the following.ways: (1) the

level of application was for first grade,- (2) it was manage-

able Since the words were broken down into four lists;

(3) its utilitarian function was suggested for tAsting read-
,

iness.lor °formal reading instruction, for assessing sight

,

vocabulary deficiencies, and for establishing reading groups;

(4) the teacher could use the list-as a guide in preparing

experience charts a d other reading materials; (5) the list
, -

had been derived tI&ough consistent word count techniques

used by Thorndike and others; (6) the reading series used

were current; (/) the words were significant since all the

words were listed in the International Kindergarten Union

List and 64 percent- Of the words were on the DOIch List.

Denslow-(1961) checked the Ward frequency and the

reading diffic14ty in':eight first grade science books. The

Woks were published.during 1947 to.1961'by Scott, Foresman;

Heath; Macmillan; WinsiddiGinh;-Singer; Lyons and Carnahan;

and Scribner. The words seleCtedlwereliéted in at least
.

,

six of the-eight books and ocCurred four or more times in

each book'. Words were consideredl"new" if pluralized by

adding other than s, cf.used as a possessive, and if variant

endings were added. Compound-words were counted as two womds.

Numerals were counted as words. Proper names of characters,

pets, and toys were not'counted. Sentences were selected and

counted. The Dolch 'List and Gates List were used to deter-

mine Vile difficulty of the words. The Spache Readability

Formula was used to measure the vocabulary and the Sentence
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strucure. Only 61 of the 451 words that occurred in all

sight science 'books were found to appear in six or more Of

the texts. Alto, the publishers' grade 1des1gnation9was found ,

not to present an accurate representation of the vocatulary

burden'or sentence complexity.

In another replicationof earlir designs,-Johnson
.

1

(1962) examined seven basal readAng series (1).to determine

if there was an :iverlap of vocabulary between series, and

(

i(2)1 tacompile a core vocabulary for grades one through six.

,The seven basic reading series w re American Book, 1949;

'Ginn and Company; 1953; Houghton, Mifflin Company, 1957;

Iyons and earnahan,,1949; Macmillan Company, 1951; Itolg,

1 core wards. Johnson, as a result of his data, limited his

Peterson and Company, 1947; and Scott, Foreaman and Company,

1955. The "core" consisted ,of root words, proper nouns, .

compound words hyphenated words, and onomatopoeic'words.

All words:that appTed in five or more series were listed as

core words to the first three grades since so few words met

the core word criteria in the intermediate textbooks. Very

little vocabulary averlap was found between the series. The

following recommendations were offered:'

1. Teachers use the core list to help children
develop common words they will come in contact with in
theii various reading experiences.

2. Teachers use the core list as a method of
evaluating the difficulty of various books (....this
would be_but one method of evaluating books ...).

3. The core list could be used by teachers ir
developing charts, teacher-made tests, in teaching
opposites and similarities, and in teaching prefixes
and suffixes.

C3



the core Iist could be used as an adaitionalOda list in teaching spelling, (Zohnsonl 1962:471).a.
-se

to analyze the .structure Of childrenle

language in the first threligh Sixth grades, following some-I

what Atte pattern of the,B4ihes and, coxf pioneer.attimpt in'

1949, Strickland (1962) Compared the aural-oraltlanguage of'

ohildrenyith language patterns'contained in the books the

children'were expecteld to read. She alsotattempted:to,detect

at a selected grade level, the influence of any apparent

differences on-the qUality of-Ohildren's

The spokenl.anguage.of first through siith:grade

pupils- w*recorded. The Spoken lafiguage.was analyzed in

the following areat ,syntactic struOture of sentelfeE, 'the

frequendy of occurrences of certain patterns of' sy4tax,. the;

amount and kinds Of subordination, length of sentendes, and-,

flow of langdage. The relationshiptotage, sex, intelli-

gence of the children and .socioedonomic-and:educationav.-

levels.oftheirjarents'were studied. The textbooki.which

the'ohildren-ttadied were analyzed-to determine it what

point the.language Patterns freely used by,children began to

appear in books. Representatiye samplep wereHtaken from,

eadh reader to determine the Occurrences of patterni:Used.

. by ohildren. At' the Sixth grade, the quality of chi].

spoken language was compared with that of their silent

reading comprebeAsion, oral reading interpretation, and their

lOtening comprehension. The ntimber of children selected by

random Sampling was 515 children from sixteen public schobls



in 73loomingtoni Indiana. The sample" included 160 Aildren

'fourth are4e,

rade 1012r. ,)

Results of tbe eitudy indicated that- bhildren used a

: large number of patterns of structure: Same patterns

occurred more frequently _them, others. The most,used patterns

Occurred frequently at all grade levels. The lengths of the

iphono?.ogical .units used bychildren 'varied.more within a

grade than from grade to grade. ..The basic subject-verb-

object pattern was the only one Used basically in, all the;

books taMpled. The pattQ\differed from book to book "in a

given 'series as well as from .series to series. Sentence

patterns appeared to be introduced at:random in A rather
,

seventy-4Iva children were:studied in

aphazard manner. Also, there were no given pitterne'rv-

related or' controlled law the purpose of. mastery or:read7

ability.. 'Sixth grade- children who, ranked hie.' in silent

reading Comprehension, oral readIng comprehension°, 'and listen-

ing comprehension made more use, of the comMon structural

patterns than did:children who ranked low on these ,vatiaiilles..

Theohigher ranking- children used fewer ehortfsentencee and

.,

had a higher mean sentence length.

In an aitempt to study the language of children in

kindergarten through g;ade six, loban (1963) attempted (1) to

find out if there were predictable stages of language growth;

(2) to identify, a definite sequence in language development;



evelop.inthods of analysis tO aid tie Scientific'
,

f children' a 1anguage71. and (4) ,to determie.,hom

children varY -in ability with language and gain proficiency
. . A

usizig it..
..`

LAan selected a zePreseqtative group of .338 kinder-

rten chilA;fren in 1932. *At regular Antervals for eleven

ears, samples of their lentUege were. selected. Tmd sub-.

groups,Mere, formed from the.representative group: a group

o thitY en:bjecte exceptionally high in language ability

and a, group 'Of twpnty-tout sUbJects excepiionallt loM in

'
4

lexigua.gre ability. The language samples cOntisted of reading,

writing, 'speakingi and listening. Data mere collected by

(1) )041g mathcas t 'iMmalYsis which mere lhe outcome of a 1959

.00nfOtenct on itnguistics sponsOred by-the United states

Pleigtrtmgnt. of Health, ZdUcation and Welfare, and (2) by
. . .

. , .
.,methods based,on previous research, tests, and ratings or

,

indices.
o

- .
The'ffiew analy4tt taethod of combining meaningful

syntaotic ianits w/th ihoncilogical Methods ofteeimeritation,

and by identifying and dealint with the nOnoommunicative

elements, the mazes, proved to be. a new and useful measure

of language. The following language finding mere obtained

from this study.

4. Children in Vie first seven years of school

spoke more words, iiicreased theit nuMber of communicative

units, and increaSed the number °ids spoken in each of



those :coiniuriicatiOn unlit

d th ;did the 4ow

-groo, reduced their number

'-'through !oubordinatien!:

The iiigh.'subgroup used more words
f

subgroup. Vven-so the high, subi

Of "its they needed for expressilon
E,

At 1

The subjects as a whole decreased the number of

.mazes and words in mazes. Hawever, the average number of

words in mazes increased for the low subgroup.

3. The same nuthber, of words athong the 12,000 Most

Book of 30 0001/Or4, .1940; were Used by the low and high

subgroups of subjeits. The low subgroup used more, of the

next 20,000 words (from the 13;000 to 33,000); wherea71- the

high subgroup used- more of the least commonly Used words

above 33,000.

The high group was significantly more fluent.than

the random group* but their readiness..of response did not

differ from the random sample. 'In contraet, the-low sub-

group's flliency and response was less fluent and slower in

response than the random sample.

5.. The- differences in structural patterns:used by

the tflo subgroUps were negligible except for the linking verb

pattern and the use of Partials (inpomplete units of cora-

municatiOn)

6. Aithough pattern differences (small elements

used wib,in structures) show considerable differences between

the high and low subgroups, the'hilsh grilup used a large

repertoire of qlauses and multiples (movables within movables).



7. Lack of agreeme t bet en subjects and predicates

and consistency sfith verb tense proved to, be the,most

rrequent kind; of deviatin.

8. Students highan'language abtlity were also high,

in reading ability/Stu:lents low in language ability were

low in reading ability.

9. Writingability was- related to socioeconomic/

pomitions. Those who were' in the( four lowest socioegorfomic

categories were belo#,averige in writing.
.

highest were 'above average in wriiing.
f .

) 10. ' Adverbs arid noun clauses were used more frequently

c '

.Thoae who were

than adjeCtiva clauses.

11. _The subjeCtri who were low in,writing were low in

reading act4eVdment. Those who were -high in irriting'were

high in reading, acnieveTept. Similar patterns were,found in

those with high and low in orai*profielency.

12. There Was a low positiVe reiationship between

health anct,language proficiency.

Pitzgeraia (1963)ireVelc;ped an "intezgrated" core .

vocabulary for liStening, speaking, r`eading, writing,

5spelling, and handwriting which he suggested as useful in

,communication 9.s well as vocabulary drvelopment, Five

hundred commonest wOrds of°Madeline Ho sKin ergarten List
,

(1928) were compared.'wiith themost ,frequently used 500 of

the ates VocatiularY far PrimaTy'Reading (1933). The frer

,

quency Counts for each of the .words were, obtained from eaCh



of t e following sources: ne ZULU. List (1928), The Gates

.Priiary,Ritading Vocabulary (1935)f The MCkee-Yitzgerald .Child

/Ater-Writing Vocabulary (unpubliihed, as cited in Fits-
a ,

geraid, 1963) 2 Rinslandt s elementary School Composition

'Vocabulary (1945)., Doich: Basic Sight Vocabulary (1936a),

Eniedit Horn's -Adult -Writing 'VoCabulary (1926), and the

Tborndike-iiorge 'Comprehensive Reading .Vocabulary (cited by ..

.Fitegerald,1963) ihe 'study' produced a total voCabulary of
0

644, words.

Stone and:Bartschi (1963) compiledlta. composite list
of words introduced in five most widely used basal reading

seriee togettpar with the Dolch 2,000 Words ic..)r Better..

Spelling (1942 and Fryjs 300 Instant, Word's (1960). The

series used were. Scott, Foresman. and-CoMpany;. Ginn .and .Company;
:

Company; Houghton, Mifflin .Company, and D.

and Company..., The percentage of the Dolch 2,000 Words within

the', total wardi of each basal reader was. determined. Also,

each' word was identified as a word from either the first half

of.the Dolch Betsic Word List,' the second/half of the Dolch

'Basic .Word. List, the first 100 Fry Instant Word last', or the
0

. _

second 100 Pry Instant WOrd List. The icomposite list was

categorited in one of the fohowini grade levels: 1
1

1.
2

.0, ;22, 31, and 32 'by iaking each ,?ford',0 mean, grade level
,!

placeraint as indicated in the- basals, ad two wcird,Aists.
They found 'that tbe '"basic" and '"instant4 words Were almost

cOmpleted by ,tlie beginning of the second ,a\,f of second gT.
.Ttkei ti;taYwcirds ihtroduced in eaqh of the-five series fO'r



grades one through three contained the followi g percentage

.of words from .the Dolch 2,000 Words:, Scott, F resmqn, 74

percent; qiiln, 67 percent; Macmillan, 73 percen ; Houghton-

Mifflin t 68 percent; and Heath, 43 percen .

Francis (1965: 267) yrared a corpus containing over

a million .rOnning words of preient-day editLed. English. The

Matexlials came froM the Brown University Library, the

Providence Athenaeum, New YCrk Public Library, and one of

the largest secondhand magazine stores in New York City. The

material was selected from fifteen main categories, four of

which 'were "Preset°. "Religion," "Learned," and aGeneral

Fiction," the samPlis and selected .pages were chosen by a

randoi sampling method. Five -hundred.-4mples of approximately

tiro ithousand words were taken from each of thp 0 4tegorieb. A

data processing system was used, and word frequencies were

tak6n from one million runniilg words; (See pcera-Francesi 1967).

. In:two, related studies, Card and Maavid (1965) coM-
,

pared the relative frequency of words in children's' writing',

witb, the freo:uency 6f the same words in ;adult writing for

the purpose ,. of gaining some insight into children's:language:.

'the 501 most frequentlF used words from Rinsland's A Basic

yocabulary of Bletuentary Scho:oIPChildren (1945) were Used.'

The 500 most common words in Horn.' s Basic Writing VoCabulary

(adult writitlig compiled durink 1916723) and; the words of

highest frequency in Dewey's Relative Frequency of English

fteech ,Sounds (adult reading:, writing, speaking sources

Collected during .1918) were ilded ad reference points. The

70



rank orders of the words nnder study Were comparederather

.than their raw frequen4eg. *Unlike the other.twolists,

Horn s words were gtven a'"credit number" which was partly

based on frequency and partly on him manylifferent kinds of

letters the given word appeared in, therefore, the rank

order was derived from tha.credit_number. The structured

words under consideration were categorizedllin the appropriate

,category: verb forms, modal auxiliaries, familial terms,

deterMiners and demonstratives, numerative adjectives, preposi-

tions or adverbials suborditaiors, and conjunctions.

7
v

Card and McDavid,(1966) wanted to demonstrate that

there were peculiarities or biases inherent in corporas of
y

English. One hundred twenty-two words in the first 285,062

running words from George X. Monroe's dissertation (as cited

by Francis, 1965) were,tlisted in order Of frequency. The

rank order of these wdids contained in three other word

counts were compared to the rank order in the Monroe List.

The three word counts were Godf,rey,Dewey'A Relative Frequency

of English Speech Sounds (a

papers, magazinereiiction,

compoeite taken in-1918 of news-

and arama), Miles*Z.- Hanley's.

Word Index to James Joyce's Ulysses which *was composed during

the years 1914.4929,.and Rinsland'e List of Childrenvs.

Writing collected in 1937. The examiners concluded that the

bias of the corpora are much more apparent when three or four

lists were compared rather than two. The farther down the

71



rank order one goes the greater the discrepancies in the

rank orders. Oorpusescontaining largely expository samplep

will show bias when compared to corpuses that are largely

fictional in'content.

An examination of primary textbook vocabularies was

direeted by Stauffer (1966). Be included in his study seven

graded reading aeries published. between 1945 and 1950.in

addition to three series in arithmetic,.three series in

health, and three series, in science with copyright dates

ranging from 1944 to. 1954. The "new.words" were taken from

a listof words in the back of each,basal reader. .The "new

words" from the Content texts were.obtained by counting each

page. Wrd variants,, contractions, and compound words were
,0

counted as "new words." A master wOrd list was made for the.

basal readers al4 for each of the content areas. It was

-suggested that the results be interpreted withcaution since

the textbooks were-of earlier dates; however, the assumption*

Wag made that the vocabularies were not too different from

those found in more recent publications. Only 117 of the

57b first grade words were common to all seven series. Only

7 Of the 2,155 words introduced in the third grade level were .

common to all seven series. The data suggested that the

words used in different reading series do not overlap but

became more and more lifferent after first grade. In fact,

Stauffer wrote: ". . . if a pupil were exposed to all different

wOrds in seven reading series (analyzed by Stauffer), he
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would be prepared to deal with only about half the words pre-

sented in the three content areas studied." (1966:146) The

words common to the seven reading series and to the arith-

metic series were Level 1--and, are, away, happy, I, is,

make, one, see, the, two; Level 2--,only; Level 3--instead.

Similarly, the words common to the seven teading series and

to the science series were Level 1--a, did, do, find, for,

home, it, look, make, on, she, the,,we, what, will, with;

Level 2--(none),; Levsl 3--teeth. Stauffer concluded

individualized.reading programs offer an opporunity to fill

the vocabulary gap among series. The primary vocabulary

alone in basic readers and content areas can be estimated to .

total 6,000 words. Word attack skills "focus on meaning as

the principal need with phonetic-structUral attack for pro-

nunciation purposes as auxiliary s4lls . . . is essential if

the child is going to become an independent reader." (Stauffer,

In an attempt to help improve the school spelling

program, Hnna (1960"attemOted to conduct an analysis of the

degree and e characteristics of the correspondences that

exist between the spoken and written language. Hanna posed

two questions: ,Does the American-English orthography approxi--

mate thealphabetié principle? What are the relationships

between the phonolokical strudtuke of the spoken language

and its representations?0.

A total of 17,110 words were selected from two

a
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. .

sourcee: (1) horndike-Lorge's The Teacher's Word Book of

22222211411 (1944), Part I. Part I contained

These entries-were ,decreased to 15,284 entries

19,440 entries.

in order to

exclude proper names, foreign words, slang, contracted word

forms, etc. And(2) Merriam-Webster's New Collegiate

Dictionarv, sixth edition, furnished 2,026 "common core"

words not listed in Part I of the Thorndike-Lorge List. Each

listing was analyzed and the data computerized. The listings

were described and interpreted in the following ways:

1; An analysis of phoneme-grapheme correspondences '

, irrespective of .other phonological factors.
.-.2. An analysis of phoneme-grapheme torrespondences

to position in syllables.
3. An analysis of phoneme-grapheme correspondences

in relation to their positionsin stressed and, unitressed
syllables.. (Hanna, 1966:15) . .

Resulta indic4ted that only eix,of twenty-two vowel /

phonemes equaled or exceede'd ElapieFtentippncordance with the

alphabetic (or phonemic writing) principle., lhese

were primarily the short vowel Thónemes and their occurrences

before the letter"r." Thp sixteen vowel phonemes, falling

below the 80 percent criterion were the long vowel phonemes,

and the long vowel phonemes before "r." Nineteen of the

thirty consonant phpnemes were equal to or exceeded the 80

percent.criterion. Fifty-two phonemes approximated the

alphabetic principle 73.13 percent of the time.

Graphemic options do not equally distribute them-
selves throughbut a given position. Thus, when'the
distribution of graphemic option is tabulated for a.;'.
given.positionin many instances a particular graphemic

. 'option will exce4d the 80 percent%criterion in either
initial, medial, or final position,in syllables.'
(Hanna, 1966:81)

Pi A
'2

r . ,



ThuSt instead of dnly:..Sixefthe tventy-tWo vowel.

phdriemes:a4aling or exCedding 80, percept apprPxiMately'io

the alphabetie principlet'an:additional nine iowel phOnemes

by positidn in syllable; have at least one graphemic oition

occurrini over:80 percent of the time. As forconsohant

phonemesolan additional two mote exceeded the 80 percept

Criterion when:the-initial, medial, and:Sinal sYllable'

position is considered.

It was,conaluded that'American English is'primarily

an alphabetical language. '-The average consiste* with the
.

,

alphabetical UnguageA.s.r6 percent when a given phoneme is

considered. The predictability of graPhemieoptinns'in a

syllable increases the consistency-to 79:percent. The,factor

of.,stress added to.Position increases the grapheme predict-

ability to over 84,percent.
. ,

In one of the most reputable computerized studies

of the Century, I.lucera an& Vrancis (1967) prasented a collectidn

of lexical an4.statistical data of the Statdakd Corpus of

Present-Day Edited,American Bnglish, a computer-processible
$t

corpus of language texts assembled at brown University during

the, 1,90.3-1964 school year.
a

Lucera and Francis head four major objectives:

(1), to preiant the lexical-and statistical data
-

.ahout the corims, (2) tooffer useful material for the

deidioliment and imprOvement of statistical procedures of
F.

linguistiO:analyses, (3) to make pdi;sible'the.0;nstriCtion,
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of more satisfactory mathematical models of language; and (4)

to compile a corpus of printed English. The authors did not wish

to test the validity of variouil mathematical models of language.

The authors, also, did not wish to tabulate a "basic sight" or
/4A

"most common" words list.

The'corpus contains 1,014,232 words, of "natural-

language text," fully described in the ManUal of Information.

The manual and copies of the computer magnetic tape of the

Corpus are available, at a nominal cost (Providence: DepartMent

of Linguistics, Brown University, 1964). The Corpus, divided.

ln 500 samples, of approximately 2,000 words each, was

"synchronized." Only data to texts published in the 1961 was

utilized. Onli material printed in the United States,. Wiih

no more than 50 percent dialogue, was included in the study.

Footnotes, tablest and!picturecaptions wore omitted. The

500 samples were'distriVuted among fifteen categories of

subject matter and prose styles. The major decisions regarding

'content Of,texts, etc. wereimade in a, conference held at,

,BrOwn University of J. Carroll, W.:Francis, P. Gove, H. Sucera,
,

P. O'Connor, and R. Quick, with procedural help from H. Peyton,Jr.;
,4,

and A. R. Taylor. Several "proofings" werecOnducted ,bOth
t.

4

,

before and after keypunching.. 'A computer boding'System was,:'

utilizea, tuld; t4eefore, two "versions" Of the Corpus

° were developed:- (1) PO= A is.the fUll version:, *10, inclUdes
, . ?

most;of-the piinctuation marks, ottiercoding symbols and

various "types" of cOmbinations of letters, numbers, symbols,.

4 '



initials, graphic units, etc.; and (2),Form.B is.the "stripped"

°version and excludes most of the punctuation-marks and other

coding symbols.

In the Corpus, homographs-are Limped together as the

same type. Variant.spellings of phonologicailyandlexically

identiCal worde are.listed and counted separately, while

syntactically and morphological variant graphiceforms of lexically.

If

identical words are listed separately.

Lucera-Francis presented the comillqe Corpus vocabu-

lary -(11 in order offrequency of_occurrence and 121.in

alphabeticatord4r. I additiOno.a list of-the first 100 most

,frequertt words was presented, with the distribution of

occurrence of eachin the various portiohs of the Corpus was
"

"" .

epeWied. Word-frequency. tables and graphs, plus word-length

ahalysis,sentence-length analyses, and an analysis of the

.lpgnormal model were presented and discussed in great detail.

The. 1970's

To test the relevancy of the Dolch Basic Sight

,Isfocabulary of 220 Words:in more recent literature/

4ocabUlary studies, Barnes and itarner1'970) analyzed

the occurance o.; thelDolch 220 in various lists compiled

4nd published in rec6nt years. In Gentry's List (1950)

. of common words for beginning readers, 88`6f the Dolch

Words were found in the first half of the 125 "common

words." A total Of 49 Dolch Words were found in the

Isecond'half., in the .Kyte and Neel List )(1953), a total

'of 190 Dolch Words were found. In Fry's Instant Word
,

of



List,'(1957),_ 212 Dolch Words were found. In the Reeves Study

(1958), Barnes and Barnes found that (1) 109 words common to the

seven series studies contained 93 Dolch Words, (2).the additional

forty-one words common to six of tile se*en series con ainea twenty-
.

two, Dolch Words, and;(3) the 115 basic pre-primer words also con-

tained 75*of the Dolph Words.

Barnes end Barnes further reported that 131 Dolch Words

appeareedn the Fitgerald Li\st (1958), and 117 Dolch Words were

in the'Fullmer apd Kolson List (1961). In the Denslow List

(161), 'there' were forty-deven of the 61 words mentioned by

Denslow. In the Johnson study (1962), 137 of the 194 core words

found' in five or more of:the seven first grade readers were'

Each Words, and 23 of the 107 core words found in five or more

of the second grade readerd were Dolch. Worts.'

,Barnes and Barnes fUrther found that the Fitzgerald

List (1963) containee1te of tir 220 Dolch Words.

Then, in die Stone and Bartshi (1963) List, 44 Dolch

Words were found among the fifty-eight pre-primer worde, fifty-

five among th.e .79 primer words, fifty-one among the 115 first

reader words, seventen among the 90 second reader--first bodk-

,(2
1
), ten among a2: the second reader--second book ), five among

the third reader--first book (31), and no4le among the 505 third

readei-- second book (32). A total of 192 Dolch Words were

found in this list.

Barnes and Barnes also found 98 ,of thei122' words of

the Francis List (1965) were Doich Words, using the words used
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200 times or mere.

Analysis of Dolch 220 Words .

Pound in Other Recently
..,BAllishectVocabulary

.Published Lists

Number of Dolch
Words Found

.... ..... List

Gentry's_ List (1950) 190
Fry's Instant Words (1957) 212

Fitzgerald -List (1958) 131

_Fullmer and Belton List (1961)* 117

Johnson study (1962) 137

Fitzgerald List (19613) 119

Atone.and Barschi (1963) 192

Francis'List (1965) 122

Barnes and Barnes rpportedthat most of the Doicho
Basic'Sighi Vocabulary of 220 Words were contained in lists pro7

vided by researchers of the various, receUtlY published studies,

reported above, thus indicating the Dolch Words are indeed

evant: and not "outdated." IThey conclUded that the Dolch Words

were highly freiuentt even in adult reading and writing mat'erial,'

as well as on,children's reading, writing,,and spoken language.

In a re-examination of the Dolch 220 Word List,

Johnson (1971) contended that because the Dolch List, Was coMpiled

using.1920 dola-souroeay it-was-outdated. He supported this

generalization by'comparing the Dolch List to the tcip 220 words

from The Burcera-Francis Corpus (1967) which was compiled based

'on adult reading materials. Johnson assamed that if the 220

Moloh Words did not appear in the 6:4) 220 of the Kureera-Francis



Corpus of 504406 woh , 'then the Do lob List was outdated.

It might be questioned as to why aohnson arititarily
.v

used only the top 220 words from the Kurceri-Francis List, and,

'further, why he only- chose the Kurcera-Francis List. Johnson's

findings have not bien,aapported by other recent Dolch comparisons,

Johns (1972), Barnes and Baines (1970, Lowe and 'Follman, (1974),

-and Hillerich (1974).

In a stinging rebuttal to Johnson (1971), Johns bhal-

lenged Johnson's 'contention that the Dolch list had outlivedj.
its :usefUlness. Johns compared the 315 Dolch Combined List

to the -mbst frequent° in the Hass List, the .".Kucerapqrancis

Corpus, and the Vepman List. (See Johns, 1971). In fact

Johns stated, the DoIch Words come eloper than the Kucera-

Francis Corpus words to representing.words tli.at are used by

young children. In closing, Johns offered sever 'corre ions

of th4 tables in Johnson's icticle.

In another analysis of the relevancy of the Dolch 220

Words, Johns (1971) Compared the vocabularies of five recently

published basic- reading series. His purpose was to determine

if the DolCh List is still the core of words that comprised 50

to 70 percbnt of the running words in more'recently. published

basic reading series. He examined all pages in pre-primers'and
I

primers and a random sample (300 words)from each one third of
I -

each text, grades one through six. A frequency couht was made

of the Dolch Words.

SO



Percentage of Dolch Basic Sight Words
Found in Five Basic Reading Series

. .....
Basic Reading

Series
Reader Levels .. . . .

Allyn and Bacon 69 .70 64 60 52 53 . 54 54

Dinn -77 64 73 63 53 57 ; 56 58
Lippincott- 40. 44 56 61 52 49 56 51

Manmillan 55 63 '64: 57 53 56 , 54 55
Scott Foreman 79 7 2- - .7.5 . . . .6.5 - ... 51 ....58 . . .. 56 .57.

A Comparison'of the Bercentage of
Dolch Words In Present Study
to Dolch's Original Findings

Number of
Reading Reader Levels

Investigator Series 1 2 3 4 5 6

Johns 5 66 61 52 55 55 55

,Dolch
,

4 70 66 65 61. 59 59

Johns concluded-that there was remarkable agreement

-between his percentages and thdpe reportel by Dolch several.
..

decades-ago. -The 4ight-differences in percentages weke noted

bebause of,two possibe reasons: (1) Dolch included inflectivee an'd

Johns did not and (2) Johns included only reading texts and

lhach.included-other s6urces.

In the most extensive, detailed.computerized study of

the'twentieth'century, Cerro]. (1971) examined. amples from

various published materials to'which students are exposed in

Lthree through nine. The study-was designed to produc a
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citation base for. The American Heritage gchooi Dictlonary.

The pUSlications, used in the etudy were named by eilL
0 A ,

ucaton respondent6 who participated in a national survey Of

- schools' in the Pnited States The survey Instrument was a tm:i

page queStionhaire mailed .to t4e."highdOt .administrative affiCers,1

in 155 pUlAic sehool systeMs, 44 ROMan Catholic diocesan 'systeMs:

and 22 independent (private) echools. The number of" questionnaires

used wefe 71, 11,- and 8, respectivel. From the 6 162 different

nominated titles. of Materials, kits, novels, poetry, general

non-fiction, teitbooks, workbooks-, etc. to which pupils"(grades

three through six) are exposed, 1,045 published texts materials

,were selected. Analysis of the survey responses was conducted

by Educational Testing Service. In a coMputerized analysis

titles were identified, counted, systematically listed, tab-

ulated; categorfted , summarized and Rlae ed on a grade-subject

matrix. Then 500 word samples of runnimg ;text were taken, with

the totual selection of text s plea perfoimed by the American

Heritage Dictionary division staff. Headings, ciptigna, foot-

notes, glossaries , tables , word lists , ." indexes , teachers ' materials

advertisements, phonetic spellings; nmmbers not in sentences'

and any other mAtter IRA obviously intended for the student
,

were not included in the'fitudy,;34ultiple meanings of words were

not considered. Data proces'sing at samples was conducted

by the Ft.;11fi4kn't Corporation of America. There were a total

of 101043 samples and a_ total of 33/6 pages of sampling text.

82
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Two IBM"360 Model 30 computers,, with standard cata reader%and card,k I

:punCh wéreutilied. here werwa tcital .of 088,721 running .

words, ,with 86,741, differea wor'ds.
. ,

As a result,; the Amdrican Heritage Intermediate Corpus

(AHI) of 86,741.wordb was devel9ped.

. A. statistical analysislof the AHI-Corpus was conducted,

using the "lognormal-model," developed by G. Belden, assuming,

that the total'vocabulary underlying a<corpus is dretribOed
I

according to the "normal distribution" When the logarithms of

the frequencies'are used. FUrther, the AHI Corpus was, through,

computer analysis compared to'several well-known frequency lists,
-including the Kuceria.-Franci corpus(1967), The data appeared

to justify the general validitY of.the lognormal model.' It
,

Vas concluded that AHI included mostly common words, with
)

some

rarely uped words. Also, the higher the grade level., the more

1 difficult and diverse the vocabulary.

The auti;ors presented the AHI in three different

manners:\ (1) in 'an alphabetiCal lis't;, (2) in a Irank" order

list; and (3) in a "freqUency diitribution."
,

It has been noted that a'word-frequency count is merely

an. experimental attack,on ourlignorance" to learn some

about the structure and coMposition of, a very large, a stract
.-

'entity by examining,a relatively small, concrete pa of it.
I7

In g page-pbplage freqUenct count of-t)ie Dolch Basic

Sight VOCabulatrof 220'Words in 32 primary ( ades one, twi)

rand three), reading, spellingr and English te ts Barnes and



Barnes (1972) examined the reie;ancy of the Dolch 220, in More

Tecently published primary texts; The Harper and Row Basic Read:

ing Program (1969); The Macmillan .Company's Bank Street Readers

(1965); Holt, Rinehart and;Winston's Sound of language Series

(1966); The Tasic Goals in Spe9ing Series by .Kottmeyer and

Ware (1967); The. Ginn Elementary English Texts for grades one

and twd (1964)4..and the Roberts-English Series Iinguilitic Program,

Book 3, for grade.three.. In-addition to the above 32-texts

"readine:portions of the study,,eight of the texts (the spelling

and English texts) were used in a page-by-page frequency count,

orthe'DOich woids which were to be written directly in the

pupils'books, in what was termed the '"wrItine portion of the

study. .

\'

Barnes and Barnee found,that th-Doich 220 words com-

prised up to 61,78 percent of the 348,964 running words, with
,

63.37 percent in first grade te\xts; 60.42 percent in second grah.

texts and 59.56 percent in third grade texts:

In the "writing" pollion of the study, Barnes and Barnes

tabulated a total of 7090 running words and found 39.46 percent

'were Oolch words.

Most of the Dolch words were introduced by the end of

second grade in the spelling and English texts, and by the end of

first grade in the Harper andiewt2w and Macmillan ReadingSeries.

Additidhal analysis7gf'the date.revealed that there.

were 193 Dolch words which appeared most frequently and cm-
_ .

Vleed about 65 percent of the running words in the primary texts

84 ,



. examined. As a result, the, Barnes' Rev,ised Dblch List of 193

Words was presented and it was suggested that the 193 should be

taught as "instant" or "sighords, eapecially to first grade-

pupils, pupils with sight vocabulary difficulties, and non-

English speaking individuals.

Do lch :"Beading". Orade Ise Val Perceritages ........

Grade Level
Running
WordS

Dolch
Words

Percentage of
Dolch Words

First Grade. 55,406 36,220 \ t5.37,

Second Grade 107,610 65,015 60.42\ %

Third Grade 185,888 110,720
N

59.56
Grades 1-3 Total 348,904 211,955 61.78

Dolch "Writing" Grade Level Percentages

. Running Dolch Percentage of
Grade Level Words Words I Dolch Words .

First Grade 504 267' 52.98.
Second Grade 1,889 997 .

Third Grade 4,691 19534

.5.71
32.66.

Grades 1-3 Totals '7,090 2+798 .39.46

1
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the
to
a
and
you
in
of
hi

is
said
that
it
wis
on
what
for
his .

With
at
.are
they
do
have
not
all
one
we
this
but
will
she
Wilts
can

THE BARNESt-REVISED DOIOH LIST OF 193 .WORDS

(in Rank Order of Frequency)

as
my
'out
be
when
had
up
like
there
about

little

then ",

mi.
by

hdid as
your rlght
how their
were after
doWn long
go first
do where
some again
her find
from may
him saw.
or. help
now going
two . does
here made\
know why

ran'
three
red
don't
off
before
Our-

, eat .

Yee
plae
.10,11

take
away
must
well
let
Us
only
small
better
get
much
white
every
give
atop
work
any
'been
once
green
blue
four

come
look
good
too

;*make
just
them

. could
'gent
tell
get
old
big
if
:these
read
think
would
came
linty
new
say
put
many
which
into
who
use,
over
around,
want -

an

live
under
ride
always
never..
run
keep
walk
,best
start
because
kind
fast
its
,show
found
soon
fly
jump
call
hot
black
those
gave
own
cold
far
today
together
brown
draw
five
bring
round
goes
wish
try
grow
ask
warm .
buy
cut
six
please
funny
ate
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In 'an effort to "fIll a void,," Dr. Durr (1973) used

library.books that primary,grade children select to read

through free Choice. He felt that using library books he a source

of data would help, "fill a void" in vocatulary'studies, which

predominately use other, more dictated sourOeS. (For example,

a reieding text).

Children's librarians in forty'various communities

:were selected, /based on varying socioeconOmic levels and

geographic area. The librarians supplied the popular titles.

Durr, for Various reasons, did not,tabulate the list.but

presented the list to "experienced" teachers who were "well-
4

aCquainted" with children's free reading interests. A final

selection of eighty titles meg made. .A word-by-word frequenck

count was conducted, through a computer analysis. The tqtal

number of runnin'g words way 105,280, with,5,791 different' words.

The"average" word appeared eighteen times.. Omitting proper

names and onomatopoe c (moo, buzz) end counting only base words

of common inflected ikbase words or compound words, the Usk ,

dwindled to 3,220 different Words. He reported the words in

desciending order, noting the frequencies. He found.that 188

\words appeared more than eighty-eight times each and comprised

68.41 percent of ,the.running word count. He also stated the

306 most frequent words on the list were what he termed "struc-
..

-ture" words.ri

In a more recent comparison of published vocabulaty

lists, Hillerich (1974) compared fourteen different listi and .
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r

\ offered still another basic reading/writing vocabulari lisi:

NO Starter words. The itiurteen lists that were compared by

Hilletich included, amongtotherp, Carroll's Met. (1971),

Hillerich's List (as ci.ted

Francis corpus (1967), the

List (197), the Dolch 220

i7 Hillerich,,,1974)7the Kucers.:-

Vnsland-List (1945),,the Duir

(1934)the,Horn List (1926)\,-

the FitzgeraldList (196), Fry's iibt.(1960),.Johs'602),:

air Johnson (1971).

Hillerich had two purposesfor his vocabulatY study:
.

(1) to ejcplore patterns.of variation-among the word-liste

and (2).to present.a basic, updated vogsbulary. (his 240 Starter

WordS) that mlnimisee the bia8 of'individual counts. *In regards

to hie first purposel,Hillerich reported that variation,imword

ce,unts was Moire ielated to the original- source of-the words

than.to the compilation date: He concluded that\apparently

'what authors write for children is Offerent from what children

write about.

Regarding -Compilation dates, the addition of.technolog-

ical words (i.e. space, T.1/..) was negligible., And would not

present spelling problems.

Hillerich further concluded that the Dolch List did

not appear adtdated, and the Rinsland Litt.did contain a number

A cif rural and childlike words in little use todaye

To compile hi8 240 Starter Words, Hillerich used the

500 most frequently used words from five different counts,

utiliz1ngrnatex'ale which included the old and the new, juvenile

...Iv*

.1
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and,adult printed material. From a total of 995 words, Hillerichl's

240 Starter Words were *dentified. %.
-

In a rebuttal to Harris,Johnson, And Otto,. Lowe and'

Follman (1974) challenged their implication thai.the Dolch List

had-outlived Us usefulness. Lowe -'and Pollmancompared ihe

Dolch List (the- firii 190) with: (1) Kucera corius (cbmpiled

from a sampling of:adult reading material); ,(Z) ihe Carroll
.0

corpus (compiled from sampling schoOl materials, used in grades/

three throtigh nine);" (3) Otto's list (actually Carroll's

third grade list); (4). the D. Johnson list (compile4."children's

oral-language" froi Murphy's, list and the firsi 500 from the

Kuceri list); (5) the Taylor list (compiled frOm total word

count ofbaeal readers); (6) the Harris'list (compiled !nom
.

totallvord count of basal 'readers) and (1)

Lowe and Follman were, exacting in

-the R. Johnson list.'
t

.theiroconclusions.

The Dolch List Its as usefurtodaras.it was thirty years ago.

There was s.so,a high degree of commonality/siMilaritOetween

the word liste4 derived from a variety of,sources, regardless

of material, typedof material- or wilk!fier sampling'or word

. counts Were made. The basic, words were essentially the same.

Lowe and Pohlman 'suggested that it iS the use of 'such

flirty which needs careful 'attention.

In emore Orient frequeimy count analirsis of the Dolch

awns, Johns compared the 95 common nouns to four recently

published lists. /Johns hoped to derive a:short list Of nouns

rlich
were highly frequent and could be considered as

.39

at.



important as sight words. The four lists used were: (1), 'The

500 most frequent words from the ,American Heritage Intermediate'

(AHI) Oorpue (Carroll, 1971); .(2) the 188 Words from,Durr's.

computer study of high frequency words in trade books forschildren

(Durr, 1973), (3) the 500 most frequent words from the Kucera-

Francii corpus (aera-Francie, 196i); and (4) the'727 words from

'the 1957 Murphy analysis (as cited in Johns, 1975).

The ATI corpus, compiled from samples of published

materials usid in grades three through'nine, contained 5,088,721

Ammds, from 1045 texts with 500 word samples.

Durr'e'list wae derived

booye popular with primary,grade

words and 5791 different words.

had.mbre than 88 frequencies and,

or the running words.

from a suidy of 80 library

pupils, with 105,280,running

One hundred eighty-eight words

Accounted for 68.41 percent

The Kucera-Francis corpus con ained'1,014,232.words,

. with 50,406 difrerent words, and was ompiled from a sample of

varied, published adult reading material..

. . Murphy analyzed a total of 1,195,098 words in.the oral

.vocabulary of pupils in kindergarten through third grade. He .

,

found a total of 6,318 different words, with 727 words used

at'least fifty itmes.
%

Results of the Johns analysis indicated there were 20,

nouns common to all four word lists, with 26 others common at

least three of the word lists. He then compared these' words to,.

the Doich 95 nouns. -He-determined that 30 of the nouns also:

fr
appeared on the Dolch noun's list, as follows:

90



hock.
boy .. er
Oar fet
children 1
day . d
dog he
floor h e

1.

&Atm' al.so o fared sixteen additional mains .c

house whoa
man table.
MM. thing
looney time
morning top
mother tree
name. water
night: way

to at least.,three of the four lists which did not appear. in .the

Bach iist:..
air friend 1. nothing room.
book- . group people side t
city place town I
fsce g;. 1 road 'year'

. .

. . johne eon luded that the forty-six nouns lieikTd above

A
-(1) were oSrent, (2) go beyond the original Dolch noun list;

-4(3) are .likely: t 'be used in materials read by ?both children
- t-

snd adultsi .(4) el worthy of being taught as. 'light words; and

(5) may ,proveh lpful in adult literacy programs.

9-1



SUMMAIiY 4

.

The firet four decades of the investigations of .

Vocabulary, all utilized the same kinds of techniques. In

general, there were mymarked iiprovemento from oe invesii-
,

.gation to4another. Each'teided to ,replicate eachlother;

differences "existed only in-that a study; cOnduct d in the

twenties was duplicated'in the thirties using then current

published mateiials. Other than the

there wire no"major breakthroughs in

Their,influence was negligable until

influence in the sixties.

Hughes and Pox attbmpt,

techniques ior approaches.

the
,

decadelofl.inguistic

.1
.As the 19We .approached; the State of'vegabulary

;

studies had ihown no Feel improvement. The voabulary wa:

Ow same. Publishers still relied heavily u e same

valried vocabulary, with the same large amount I of vocabulary;

with fee exceptions: Only. Dolch constantly iought to refine

and develoi a core vocabulary of the fewestl
I

iords possible.

The first'half century of studies-did nóteappear to

influence pukiehers because texts still were loaded with

many different words and fewer.repetitions than research

suggested.

While earlier studies *0-mainly concerned with

an analysis of vobabulary through frequency word counts and

comparison of proviouslyi published liets, the last three

decades of the 19501e to the present, gave evidence of some

92



1

changeo'i ahift in emphpais to a lin istic ysis of the

%
language. The linguistic analysis stu es concerned them--

selves with the effect of an unstructure vocabulary.

There were, however, many replications of the studies

conducted in the twentiesolthirties, And forties.

Inveatigators seem to.agree that the frequency

"order" does not necessarily indicate a sequence in which

"sillit" or vocabulary worde should be taught to children.

Several inv.estigators suggested criteria, such as ntilerical

ratings for difficulty (Gates, 1926a). Dale (1941) suggested

that the correlation between the frequency of a word and its

unfamiliarity is +1.0. McKee (1937) wrote that the

difficulty of a word can not be Otermided by its frequency

but; instead, by its familiarity which the reader has with the

concept being represented. Fennell'(1928) concluded.that

although the textbooks mayhave aany repetitions of words,

their diffe ent meanings May cause more difficulty than

publisiers m,ght expect. Stone (1941) stated that repetition

silone is a poor gaugo4 of difficulty. !le felt that one

should compare the average number of repetitions for each

book based on ,the same number of runnidg words in each book.

The research indicates that there is little onerlap

as to the vocabtilary used in the various elementary texts,

.aeindicated in the Sake (1930), Hariiag (1931), Dolch (1927),

Hackett (1936), Betts (1936, Stone (1941), Rinsland (1945),

Gentry (1950), Calderon (1956), Denslow (1961),.Gates (1926a),

k1912111(m (19ig) Audi Berns* si1t4Benes atudies. '
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'There is sufficient,e4tdeace to indicate that few

words (leis titan 5,000 definitely, and perhaps fewer than

1,000) do the most work, as indicated in the Hildreth (1948)

Dolch (1942), Da1W-(1956)4 Johnst-(1971)? DUrr (1971).9

Hlilerich (1974) and Baines and Barnes (1970;.197a)piudies.

PrelAr.(1967).felt that the 'first 100 most irequent,words

w4u1d be exactly the same regardless of the level of,

langiage. Dale 4956), Hildreth (1951), Ayres (as cited in

Hildreth, 1951), Fitzgerald (1958), Fri (1957), polch

(1959;1948), and Barnes and Barnes (1970; 1972). found; tliat.,

from 100 to 449 words make up to 50 to 75 percent of the

running words in reading and writing materials. FUrthermore,

Card and &David (1966) implied that the amount of overlap

, or rank order of words used depends upon the Ammrce of

material teom Which the words came. ExpOsitory material

snowed peculiarities When compared .to fictional material.

In addition,'Hillerich (1974) 'stated that the variation in

published word lists is more related to the original source

of.the words than the dates that the studies were conducted..
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